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T his year the “2020” sale, it really hit me as a unique opportunity to 
really focus on the future as to where we are headed. One of the 
best ways to successfully get to where you are going is to reflect 

on the past, learn where you’ve been to have the true vision as to where 
you want to go. As in the past few years, it has been so obvious to me 
that the big heavy weaning calves have been the ones in strong demand 
at the local auction markets. When those heavy weight steers can 
command an upwards of 10 cent premium over calves 200 lbs. lighter it 
seems only economically smart to supply that demand. Sure this trend 
has balanced out over the past three years and the light calves have 
eventually turned around and broadened the gap the other direction, 
but when we are able to cash in on $1650 to $1750 heavy weight steers right off the 
cow the math is right, not to mention the premium for top end replacement quality 
females as well.

Welcome to the 2020 Genetic Edge Bull Sale, our 21st annual bull sale and the start of 
our 40th year in the seed stock business. This year’s bull sale gives us an opportunity 
to showcase our 2019 calf crop, and we are extremely excited about this year’s offering, 
a little smaller in numbers than the last couple years, coming from a bigger base of 
cows. Our program is extremely commercial oriented. This past spring we bred just shy 
of 600 females, including our replacement heifers. We are a family run operation, with 
one hired person, so at calving time, and spring breeding its “all hands on deck”. We 
have the philosophy that we don’t have time to mess around with extra projects, nor 
do you our valued customers. Our herd is far from flawless, but we certainly don’t have 
time to baby sit bad udders, dispositions, or extra calving issues. You will certainly see 
a broad spectrum of birth weights in our catalogue, and as I have stated before, we 
are not focused on a birth weight number, rather than ease of calving. We require low 
maintenance cattle, with high growth and great fertility and longevity. We are very proud of our weaning weights, and then 
we continue to develop these bulls on a slow soft TMR ration to ensure they will last a long time. Our bulls are fed this 
way in a large spacious pen to ensure they have proper exercise, and will continue on the same feeding program right up 
until April.  (The bulls are pictured late November through December so most of them are not even a year old yet.) When 
we deliver our bulls we expect them to look better than the day you bought them, and are very proud of the fact we have 
several bulls lasting 8 to 10 years of age or more. Your herd bull is a significant investment, and has the largest single impact 
in your calf crop and cow herd, so we feel it is our job to do everything right to make sure you get the most bang for your 
buck. “Our goal is not just to sell you one bull today. Our goal is to sell you several bulls over many years.”

The same health protocol is in place as in past years as we work closely with Gull Lake Veterinary Services, and are 
recognized as an “Express Verified Plus Herd” through Boehringer Ingelheim (Canada) Ltd. We take every precaution to 
insure top quality health, and all bulls will be fertility tested in January. Each bull will sell in 100% entirety so you can 
maximize your potential investment.

Please join us Friday, February 14, at the Ranch for lunch and this year’s sale. Anyone wishing to view the bulls prior to the 
sale is certainly welcome to do so. If you are unable to attend sale day or just wish to discuss your needs give us or any of 
the sales staff a call, as we would be very glad to help you.

     Dan, Karen, Mackenzie  & Garren Skeels

“Anchor D Simmentals striving for excellence in livestock production.”

View catalogue with ONLINE VIDEOS at
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Sale Staff  _________________
Auctioneer
Don Raffan  .......................................................... (250) 558-6789
Dean Edge    ..........................................................(403) 704-0280

Ringmen 
Dennis Ericson  .................................................... (780) 352-2336
           (cell)  ................................................ (780) 361-9347
Joe Farris   .......................................................... (250) 558-8745

Sale Consultants
Stan Skeels  ......................................................... (403) 704-0288
Vold, Jones & Vold Auction Co ..............................(403) 783-5661
Craig Jacklin, Vold, Jones & Vold Auction .............(403) 783-1453
Valley Auction, Armstrong, BC
Don &/or Peter Raffan (office)  ............................. (250) 546-9420
Peter Raffan (cell)  ................................................ (250) 260-0758
Peterosa Exports, Roger Peters  .........................  (403) 828-9815
Pour informations en francais - Bi-lingual Agent
Marc Boisvert ....................................................... (819) 395-5502

Dan, Karen, Mackenzie & Garren Skeels
Box 1638 • Rimbey, AB  T0C 2J0

Ph/Fax: (403) 843-4756 • Cell: (403) 783-1217
anchordsimmentals@gmail.com

From Rimbey 1 1/2 miles North on Hwy #20, 3 
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Anchor D Ranch

Catalogue by: The Big Picture of Design Inc. - Kathy Matejka (403) 783-6389

   View Auction online:  www.vjvauction.com
Click on the Sale Catalogue Link to view online 

PLEASE CALL OUR SALE DAY PHONE NUMBERS TO BID.

For more information or assistance contact: 
Craig Jacklin - (403) 783-1453

  
If you are unable to attend 

please join us by viewing the 
sale live online

Special thanks to Vold Jones & Vold Auction Co and 
Country Junction for their contributions towards the sale.

Invites you to join us for lunch, hospitality and 
viewing the bulls prior to the sale!

Lunch 11:30 a.m.     Sale 1:00 p.m.

Sale Day Phone Numbers  _________
Sale Barn  .................... (403) 843-4756 or (403) 843-4757
Dan   ........................................................... (403) 783-1217  
Karen   ....................................................... (403) 704-4474
Stan   .......................................................... (403) 704-0288 
Dean   ......................................................... (403) 704-0280
Joe  ............................................................ (250) 558-8745
Darryl   ....................................................... (780) 385-5561 
Taylor  ........................................................ (306) 821-4169    

Sale Headquarters _____________
Canalta, Rimbey, AB ............................................. 1-877-843-3808
(ask for Anchor D Ranch block of rooms)
Best Western Brimstone Ridge Hotel ................... 1-877-843-2999
      

Scott Bohrson  .......................................................(403) 370-3010
Darryl Snider .........................................................(780) 385-5561
Taylor Richards  .................................................... (306) 821-4169
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BW 114 lbs 
WW 1015 lbs 
Adj. WW 875 lbs 
YW 1285 lbs 
Adj. YW 1339 lbs 

MR GIBBS
 ADR 20Z   770342   07-Jan-12   Full Fleckvieh

  LEEUPOORT GARY KIRSTEN DORSIM MASSIE  DORSIM MARIEBAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  KYKSO KALGER TOVERBERG ERIKA  TOVERBERG ELSA
  DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R  SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16FANCHOR D TYRA 20T  RICHMOND REGIS ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N  ANCHOR D JAVA 31M

This year’s lead off sire group will come from “Mr. Gibbs”. He has a great 
back story as “Mr. Gibbs” is actually Garren’s “original” 4-H cleaver calf 
from his very first year in 4-H. Garren sold him as a yearling through our 
bull sale, where the Sanderson’s purchased him. We had announced sale 
day our intention on purchasing ½ interest back in him if the new owner 
so desired, and are we ever fortunate we did. “Mr. Gibbs” has become a 
mainstay in our program. We can always rely on him to provide us with a 
big powerful group of calves that do have exceptional power and growth, 
but also are so structurally sound, always possess tremendous muscle 
shape, hair, and his incredible laid back disposition. Another great trait is 
the daughters he has left behind. The only word to describe them would 
be WOW!! Another couple of really cool traits that he seems to possess 
is his ability to make solid body patterned cattle, he is a spot remover. 
The other thing he does so well is when used on Polled cows the strong 
majority of time the calves will be polled. “Mr. Gibbs” breeds two groups 
each year breeding 70-80 head total, and he is an absolute gentleman 
to work with. Buy his sons with confidence, they are a special group. 

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 108 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 945 lbs
Adj. WW 795 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1225 lbs
Adj. YW 1184 lbs
WPDA 3.36 lbs

ANCHOR D GENIUS 399G
 ZDS 399G   CA-1279542   1/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
  IPU ENDEVOR 75M CEN THROTTLE 502T  CEN MISS NICOLE 513NANCHOR D GENIA 399Z  BAR 5 SA KAPTAIN 427R PHS UGENIA FALLS 28U  BHR BARONESS SA 2857P

“Genius” gets the honors of this year’s Lot #1 title. We don’t specifically 
pick who this is, as we sire group them and then they are listed by 
age, however “Genius” could have been handpicked for this position. 
His dam is such a consistent producer for us. Her three sons that have 
been sold have ended up at Waterton Colony, OB Colony & Camrose 
Colony, and the full brother to “Genius” who was to be in last year’s 
sale was one of the feature calves from this sire group, until an injury 
took him out of the game. “Genius” will produce a smashing set of 
steer calves that will crush the scale in the fall, and excel in the feedlot. 
His daughters will make tremendous cows. I score this bull high on 
my report card.
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BW 105 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 1055 lbs
Adj. WW 900 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1360 lbs
Adj. YW 1324 lbs
WPDA 3.78 lbs

ANCHOR D OZARK 81G
 ZDS 81G   CA-1280052   6/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
  MFI JEREMIAH 9022 DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION  MFI FRIEDA 3077ANCHOR D ADEL 81A  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F ANCHOR D CHERISE 101S  MISS ARNOLD E5501

“Ozark” is this year’s poster boy. He has been a favorite of mine since 
birth, and was picked out all summer long, and has never slowed down. 
His dam stems from one of our absolute best cow families, tracing back 
to “Miss Arnold E5501”, who was the cow we “went to buy” at the 
Arnold Brothers Dispersal in South Dakota. This is the same cow family 
that has produced the likes of “High Noon”, “Mazorotti”, “Elton” the 
list goes on, not to mention 10 bulls in this year’s sale that trace back 
to this cow family. To say they have been great producers is a huge 
understatement. His grandmother went to town this fall at age 13, 
her twin sister is in our donor pen along with 2 of her daughters, and 
“Ozark’s” dam “Adel” is no doubt one of the most beautiful cows on 
the farm. Without question one of this year’s feature bulls.

2
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BW 93 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 885 lbs
Adj. WW 761 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1220 lbs
Adj. YW 1227 lbs
WPDA 3.41 lbs

ANCHOR D GYBBS 386G
 ZDS 386G   CA-1287696   8/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
  ALLM COLOSSAL 25U BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  CROSSROAD WHISPER 930WANCHOR D BECKHAM 386B  SHAWACRES JAHARI  50L ANCHOR D SPICE GIRL 177U  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N

It’s really tough sorting the “Mr. Gibbs” sire group, as they all have 
the same stamp. Anyone running multiple bulls in a pasture this is 
an excellent sire group to step into. “Gybbs” fits the same pattern, 
big growth, big muscle expression, big foot structure, big return on 
investment. This bull goes back to our old “Image 21J” cow family, 
and if you’ve read my footnotes before you know how much I regret 
her never making it into the donor pen. Same power as his brothers 
with a little more moderate birth weight. “Gybbs” may be the sleeper 
of this sire group.

4

BW 88 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 770 lbs
Adj. WW 701 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1090 lbs
Adj. YW 1146 lbs
WPDA 3.06 lbs

GIBVONTAE 130G
 MACS 130G   CA-1287715   10/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B  SALMON ARM ALPEN 2NDANCHOR D MACS DANICA 130D  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D KATE 153Y  ANCHOR D CHER 100S

We only have a handful of these “Moomba” daughters, in production, 
as we lost this great herd bull way too soon, but the daughters we 
have are fabulous. “Gibvontae” is from one of those cows, boasting a 
great cow family behind her. This is a bull that has a very useful birth 
weight, but still ample growth. With his cow family this is a bull I will 
score high on keeping the majority of daughters for the replacement 
pen. For generations this cow family has flawless udder structure, 
and excellent foot structure, high fertility, super longevity and ease of 
fleshing. “Gibvontae” is a bull that will work in anyone’s program and 
anyone’s budget, put a mark by him in your catalogue.

5

BW 114 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 935 lbs
Adj. WW 803 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1290 lbs
Adj. YW 1297 lbs
WPDA 3.59 lbs

ANCHOR D GONZO 287G
 ZDS 287G   CA-1287689   7/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
  ALLM COLOSSAL 25U BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  CROSSROAD WHISPER 930WANCHOR D BETH 287B  ANCHOR D VIPER 103W ANCHOR D PIPER 209Y  CEN MISS PAISLEY 516P

Here is a true power bull. It doesn’t matter if you market your calves 
directly off the cow, or if they hit the feedlot, “Gonzo” will provide those 
extra pounds, which paid such huge dividends this fall. The really cool 
aspect of these “Mr. Gibbs” sons, is they are so much more than just 
raw power. The females he leaves behind are so amazingly good, and 
they too raise those big growth steer calves. “Gonzo” traces back to 
“Throttle” who we were fortunate enough to use here for one breeding 
season. We have a handful of his daughters and they have been 
excellent producers, one of which happened to be the grandmother 
of “Raptor”. Power in the blood here.

3

ANCHOR D MACS
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BW 97 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 875 lbs
Adj. WW 810 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1220 lbs
Adj. YW 1304 lbs
WPDA 3.52 lbs

ANCHOR D WASABI 410G
 ZDS 410G  CA-P1287785  17/1/2019   Polled Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D DEIDRA 410D  ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z ANCHOR D BREANNA 436B  ANCHOR D CHER 100S

I don’t think we have ever raised a bull, in any sire group for that matter 
that reminds me so much of his sire. Other than the fact that “Wasabi” 
is Smooth Polled, he is a carbon copy of his sire. “Wasabi” is a true 
character, and no doubt if you came to look at the bulls you can’t help 
but see him, as he typically needs a little attention. His dam “Deidra” 
is just a second calver, having already produced a $10,000 bull calf 
in last year’s sale going to Sagwich Land & Livestock in Oregon, who 
happened to be my personal favorite “Precision” bull last year. Not to 
mention he also goes back to the “Miss Arnold” cow family. “Wasabi” 
is bred for greatness. Even if he wasn’t smooth Polled I guarantee he 
would be one of the feature bulls.

7

BW 101 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 970 lbs
Adj. WW 868 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1250 lbs
Adj. YW 1257 lbs
WPDA 3.58 lbs

ANCHOR D GET SMART 116G
 ZDS 116G  CA-P1279374  17/1/2019   Polled Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
  EISENHERZ ANCHOR D PICASSO 295P  ANCHOR D MOLLY 52JANCHOR D EXQUISITE 116X  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H ANCHOR D PRIMROSE 10P  ANCHOR D KATAHULA 75K

“Get Smart” is one of two bulls with a show record under his belt. 
Garren showed him this year at the AYCSA show where he certainly 
stood his ground. Ribbons or no Ribbons his big prize will come when 
those calves start hitting the sale ring. “Get Smart” boasts a great 
pedigree and cow family, and is also smooth Polled. His dam has been a 
great producer for us with offspring in the herds of Nolara Farms, Brian 
Mardy, Grant Bailey, Craig Knight & Sande Cattle Co. I’m a big fan of 
“Get Smart”, be smart and add him to your shopping list.
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BW 107 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 940 lbs
Adj. WW 825 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1195 lbs
Adj. YW 1180 lbs
WPDA 3.39 lbs

MR INCREDIBULL 218G
 ZDS 218G   CA-1287746   13/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D ZEON 218Z  BAR 5 SA EVAN 440L ANCHOR D NEON 146U  ANCHOR D HERA 105K

“Mr. Incredibull” is one of the bulls with an extremely bright future. 
His full sister “Dakota” happens to be the dam of “Gibraltar” (Lot #23) 
one of this year’s feature lots, and this year’s AYCSA Champion Bull. 
The dam of “Mr. Incredibull”, “Zeon” is without question one of my 
personal favorite cows on the farm. Not because she is the cow you 
automatically gravitate to because of her looks, but because every fall 
she has the ability to put one of the top calves in the pen regardless if 
it’s a bull or a heifer, you can just count on her. You also have to admire 
her pedigree as it is a great blend of genetics “Barbossa, Evan, Solway 
Adonis, Antonius, & the Herlinde” cow family, that’s some pretty serious 
stuff. Aptly named, he is “Mr. Incredibull”.

6
ANCHOR D
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BW 118 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 895 lbs
Adj. WW 858 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1220  lbs
Adj. YW 1311 lbs
WPDA 3.7 lbs

ANCHOR D GOLIATH 46G
 ZDS 46G   CA-1287941   5/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
  BAR NONE SHAREHOLDER DIVIDEND 87Z  BAR NONE FAVORITEMISS PARKHILL DIVI 46Z  MONET MISS PARKHILL SUZETTE 66E  MISS KNIGHT 108N

Well I know some people will have “Goliath” stroked off their list 
because of birth weight. I am a big believer in birth weight is “just a 
number” calving ease is totally different. By no means am I saying throw 
him on heifers, but I certainly feel “Goliath” is a bull that will show no 
difficulties in calving, give you calves with all sorts of performance, and 
just look at how he’s built. This bull is damn good. We have mated his 
dam with “Mr. Gibbs” and I have been extremely happy with the results, 
guess who she’s bred to again this year, that’s right, “Mr. Gibbs”. Buy 
this bull with confidence, for dollars invested he will unquestionably 
be one of the best buys.

9

BW 92 lbs
Aug 25 Wt. 640 lbs
Adj. WW 739 lbs
Dec 20 YW 1030 lbs

ANCHOR D MORANGO 427F
 ZDS 427F   CA-1248696   1/3/2018   Full Fleckvieh

  MON-BIJOU MAGNUM BHR ORANGE RIVER G558E  CONGOSIM SUSIANCHOR D MOROCCO  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F ANCHOR D GJENNA 328Y  JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D
  SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M CHAMPS ROMANO  CHAMPS PRICILLAVIRGINIA  MARGARITA 427B  VIRGINIAS TALLAHASSEE BEECH BROS JENESSA 45X  EAGLE-RIDGE SARAH 18S

“Morango” was one of my favorite calves last year, that I seen huge 
potential in. We made the decision to retain him for a two year old 
due to his younger age and a big bull pen we didn’t want him to get 
lost in the shuffle. We also wanted to know we had a backup in the 
pen that could work in any pen anywhere and fill in for any bull that 
went down. “Morango” is a virgin bull, with an impeccable pedigree. 
His dam was the feature lot for Virginia Ranch, where she was their 
high seller. With her being a direct “Romano” daughter, you know she 
will be a producer. Combined with “Orange River” and the “Dorothy 
Jane” cow family, this is a bull that will certainly rise to the surface. 
Dark red, heavily pigmented, dark hooves are just added bonuses to 
a flawless pedigree and a picture perfect subject.

10

BW 103 lbs
Aug 25 Wt. 810 lbs
Adj. WW 839 lbs
Dec 20 YW 1160 lbs
Adj. YW 1317 lbs

ANCHOR D FERRARI 185F
 ZDS 185F   CA-1248620   31/1/2018   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TIA 235T  MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
  GIBBONS JEREMIAH MFI JEREMIAH 9022  MFI PETRA 2093DOUBLE BAR D FIERA 285B  SUNNY VALLEY SARGENT 24S PROSTOCK FERRARI 9052W  PROSTOCK FERRARI 739T

“Ferrari” was actually in last year’s sale, where he was sold as semen 
deferred. Not sure who else noticed but February in Alberta last year 
was brutally cold. Long story short, “Ferrari” was not quite ready to race 
when his new owner was ready for him, so they chose to take a different 
bull instead. A huge thank you Michael for your understanding! He did 
pass with flying colors later, but we felt this was a bull that deserved 
to be added back into the mix again this year. “Ferrari” has many of 
the same great traits of his sire “Entourage”, and comes from a super 
young cow we purchased from Double Bar D. Extra growth extra length 
and with extra age will do an extra big job. He too is a virgin bull.

11

Yearling Photo
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BW 91 lbs 
WW 835 lbs 
Adj. WW 749 lbs 
YW 1225 lbs 
Adj. YW 1323 lbs 

ENTOURAGE
 ZDS 235X   734724   02-Jan-10   Full Fleckvieh

  LEEUPOORT GARY KIRSTEN DORSIM MASSIE  DORSIM MARIEBAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  KYKSO KALGER TOVERBERG ERIKA  TOVERBERG ELSA
  DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R  SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16FANCHOR D TIA 235T  BEL C&B WESTERN 2ND MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E  MISS KNIGHT 156S

This will very likely be the last calf crop from “Entourage”, as he 
went down early last spring with a career ending injury. There may 
be a small handful of calves from him this calving season, but they 
will be very limited. Having said all that, “Entourage” was a great 
breeding piece for us. He is a bull we could rely on to add tremendous 
length, growth, style, longevity, and foot structure. Both his sons and 
daughters have topped our sales, and have been very popular. He 
was no spring chicken, working 9 breeding seasons, and his mom 
has FINALLY made her way into the donor pen this year, at age 12. 
Longevity is a trait we place a lot of emphasis on in our program. 
When making that investment you can’t afford to have a bull that 
only lasts a couple seasons. His offspring will last a long, long time. 

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 106 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 920 lbs
Adj. WW 823 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1225 lbs
Adj. YW 1247 lbs
WPDA 3.41 lbs

ANCHOR D GRIFFITH 696G
 ZDS 696G   CA-1287693   7/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TIA 235T  MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
  RV NICKELBACK 6U DOUBLE BAR D NOTORIOUS  ANCHOR “T” AMANDA 63LVIRGINIA DOMINIQUE 96D  BROCK WELKIN BROCK YONDER  BROCK TAFFY

“Griffith” was certainly one of the standouts all year. I can’t say enough 
good things about his dam, certainly a female that has lived up to her 
expectations in a short period of time. If you liked the “Mr. Gibbs” sire 
group then you will likely really appreciate the “Entourage” group as 
they are extremely similar in production. “Griffith” is one of the bulls 
that could have easily been a poster boy, but just didn’t make it into 
the clipping chute in time for photos early on. He has been a favorite of 
ours all year, and will be a bull you will grow to admire just that much 
more with time. Colored right, built right, the right choice.
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BW 104 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 995 lbs
Adj. WW 874 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1325 lbs
Adj. YW 1333 lbs
WPDA 3.72 lbs

ANCHOR D DON CHERRY 138G
 ZDS 138G   CA-1287719   10/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TIA 235T  MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIA MAXIMUS  VIRGINIA MS REBECCAANCHOR D ELORA 138B  ANCHOR D DAMASCUS 213U ANCHOR D ZULA 403Z  ANCHOR D HULA 355X

Now listen up you people are going to love this bull, he’s a real beauty. 
If you want an honest bull that will give you big performance, lots of 
length, great maternal he’s your guy. If that’s not what you want then 
he’s not the one for you, as he’s straight goods as honest as they come 
that’s what you’re gonna get, I’m tellin ya. He’s got a great blend of 
pedigree, a good balance of all the desired traits. He moves like an 
athlete, if you have a big pasture or rugged terrain this is a bull that 
will cover the ground. Regardless if you like him or not you will all 
know him as “Don Cherry”, I personally think he’s great, that’s all I 
gotta say about that.
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2020 bull sale 9

BW 106 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 895 lbs
Adj. WW 797 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1255 lbs
Adj. YW 1298 lbs
WPDA 3.6 lbs

ANCHOR D GRISWALD 433G
 ZDS 433G   CA-1287788   17/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TIA 235T  MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIA MAXIMUS  VIRGINIA MS REBECCAANCHOR D ARIEL 433A  PRL PORTERHOUSE REGENT PRL LOPEZ 147L  MRLN VANESSA

This is “Griswald”, and he’s the real deal. Every summer watching 
calves out on grass you always see the super stars, and then there 
is that one who turns your head every time and you say, Who’s that? 
Well that was “Griswald” never the first one you seen in the pen, but 
more often than not, the last one. His dam “Ariel” is a family favorite, 
in fact she is affectionately known at our place as “The family cow”. 
She is a 1/2 sister to none other than “Viper”, and she has the same 
incredible attitude that he had. Her sire “Maximus” was one of our 
all-time favorite bulls who raised some of the best bulls we ever sold. 
Very appropriate that “Griswald” is in the 2020 sale as his future is 
crystal clear, he’s a stud.
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BW 102 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 870 lbs
Adj. WW 828 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1050 lbs
Adj. YW 1079 lbs
WPDA 3.07 lbs

CONQUEST 134G
 MACS 134G   CA-1287839   24/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TIA 235T  MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIA MAXIMUS  VIRGINIA MS REBECCAANCHOR D MACS DUSTEE 134D  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D CANDY 122W  ANCHOR D MARIPOSA 49J

“Conquest” is a very eye appealing bull. He has the “Entourage” 
stamp. He is a 3/4 brother to “Griswald” and has many of the same 
great qualities. This is a big deep soggy made bull with a huge top 
lots of rib shape, and a tremendous hair coat. I love the foot structure 
on this bull, and with the cow family that backs him he will be super 
easy fleshing, and have built in longevity. His daughters should have 
flawless udders, everything points the right direction on “Conquest”. 
Have a very serious look at him, this is a big time herd bull.
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BW 106 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 915 lbs
Adj. WW 860 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1210 lbs
Adj. YW 1271 lbs
WPDA 3.61 lbs

ANCHOR D GETTYSBURG 299G
 ZDS 299G   CA-1287899   31/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TIA 235T  MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
  GREAT GUNS HOSEA 48F ANCHOR D REMINGTON 154J  DEMBY HERLINDE 154XANCHOR D BILLIE 299B  ANCHOR D VENOM 111W ANCHOR D ROSIE 49Y  ANCHOR D UTAH 287U

“Gettysburg” will be one of this year’s sale sleepers. I realize a 
catalogue picture is your first impression, and he honestly didn’t picture 
well, however he is a bull with tremendous length of body, great foot 
structure, and lots of longevity in this pedigree. This is a real smooth 
shouldered bull that will transmit lots of growth. He may tend to get 
overlooked somewhat due to his plainer color. This is a bull I would 
suggest if you have a heavy British influenced cow herd and you want 
to make a difference, “Gettysburg” is a bull to seriously consider. They 
can’t all be sale toppers, but their calves sure can be. Good solid choice.
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ANCHOR D MACS



Genetic edge10

BW 106 lbs 
WW 905 lbs 
Adj. WW 768 lbs 
YW 1500 lbs 
Adj. YW 1416 lbs 

FRENCH ATTACK
 FGAF 010C   1143287   05-Jan-15   Full Fleckvieh

  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIA WALKER 97W  VIRGINIA MS. NECKLACE 97NSIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  PRL HOUSTON 005H SIBELLE GOLDA  SIBELLE AZALEE
  SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M CHAMPS ROMANO  CHAMPS PRICILLAVIRGINIAS JANE WEST  WESTDRUMS ANDREW VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY  ANCHOR “T” BARBI 46K

It’s pretty easy for us to say “French Attack” is our favorite bull. Last year 
he boasted our largest sire group without a single cull in his pen. That’s 
pretty impressive on its own, then considers the fact that he is sitting at 
$11935 sale average on his sons is that much more impressive. I honestly 
think he is the best bull we have ever walked. He works on such a wide 
variety of cows, putting his stamp on them. For the most part his sons 
possess his same laid back attitude, tremendous natural fleshing ability, 
dark color and pigmentation, strong foot structure, thick hair, exceptional 
length of spine, large testicles, and overall eye appeal. He is a bull that has 
already had a huge impact on our herd, and now that his daughters are 
milking we are even that much more impressed. The udder structure on 
his daughters is as good as they come, they are super broody easy fleshing 
and extremely angular. I can’t say enough good things about him, and we 
will certainly see his impact in our herd for many more years.

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 76 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 850 lbs
Adj. WW  lbs
Jan 1 Wt.  1185 lbs
Adj. YW  lbs
WPDA 3.09 lbs

ANCHOR D JAIL BREAK 48F
 ZDS 48F   CA-1279483   14/12/2018   Full Fleckvieh

  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  SIBELLE GOLDAFGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIAS JANE WEST  VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
  EGMAR ANTONIUS  ANKALAZY RS MISS WAVE FF  BALTIMORE LAZY RS MISS PATRIMONY  GREAT GUNS MITZI 11X

“Jail Break” had a very rough start to life. His mom went down on 
the ice before he was born, so we lifted her every day for close to a 
month with hopes of getting her back on her feet again. The decision 
was unfortunately made to finally euthanize her when we felt the calf 
was close enough to term, so he was a little premature. His dam was 
a fabulous cow, but fortunate for “Jail Break” we had a first calving 
heifer who had lost her calf in that same time frame, and after milking 
her for three weeks to keep her ready for her new foster baby a match 
was made. “Jail Break” obviously stayed in the barn for a few more 
days, so he came up with his name when we let him out, he was ready 
to run. Please note his full brother who sold to Peter Penner, MB, in last 
year’s sale had a 96 lb. birth weight which is likely a lot more accurate.
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BW 103 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 1040 lbs
Adj. WW 866 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1375  lbs
Adj. YW 1332 lbs
WPDA 3.73 lbs

ANCHOR D YETI 201F
 ZDS 201F   CA-1279552   28/12/2018   Full Fleckvieh

  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  SIBELLE GOLDAFGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIAS JANE WEST  VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
  PRL HOUSTON 005H BBBG BRADOCK 2T  IPU 4G FRANCHESCA 98NSIBELLE ANGELINA 1X  SILVERSPRINGS REGAL 75F SILVERSPRINGS JUSTINA 42J  SILVER SPRINGS HANNAH 54H

The one drawback with having some calves in December, is 
unfortunately there are a handful the kids would like to show that 
aren’t eligible. “Yeti” was one of those calves, as he was a standout 
from day one. “Yeti” is from an outstanding cow we bought from our 
friends at Ferme Sibelle in Quebec, who just does everything right. She 
is one of those cows who makes our job super easy as she works with 
anything you throw at her, and always looks the part. This is a great 
bull with a tremendous future, and will work for anyone anywhere. 
Regardless if he finds his way to a commercial herd or a purebred herd 
this is a super star in the making.

18



2020 bull sale 11

BW 111 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 940 lbs
Adj. WW 791 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1220 lbs
Adj. YW 1180 lbs
WPDA 3.31 lbs

ANCHOR D FES 6F
 ZDS  6F   CA-1279549   28/12/2018   Full Fleckvieh

  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  SIBELLE GOLDAFGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIAS JANE WEST  VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
  FGAF BARBOSSA 707X ANCHOR D MOLOKA’I 25Z  ANCHOR D SARAH 25XRWR DESIRE 6C  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U TFL MS RADIUM 52  BBBG FRANCHESCA 8T

Be sure to read the story before you judge “Fes”. He too was one of 
the standouts all summer long. At weaning time he injured his shoulder 
and we did question as to whether he would make the sale or not. It 
did obviously set him back somewhat, but he is back on track now and 
really making a move. We purchased his dam from Red Willow Ranch, 
SK, as she is from my favorite cow family in their herd. Our belief is, 
build around the strengths of a good cow family, and this is a great one. 
His mother is a powerful female with a picture perfect udder. “Fes” is 
loaded with potential, and deserves to be on the short list.
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BW 80 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 890 lbs
Adj. WW 742 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1200  lbs
Adj. YW 1174 lbs
WPDA 3.28 lbs

DIABLO 222F
 ADR 222F   CA-1279919   31/12/2018   Full Fleckvieh

  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  SIBELLE GOLDAFGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIAS JANE WEST  VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D SARAH 25X  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D TYRA 20T  ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N

This has been a favorite all year. “Diablo’s” dam is a full sister to “Mr.
Gibbs”, and she has been a prolific producer for Garren, including her 
very first bull calf “Molokai” who was a herd bull for Red Willow Ranch. 
Yep there is some horse power in this pedigree. “Diablo” also has a full 
sister who will be coming with her first calf this year. I personally feel 
she is one of the very best heifers of the farm. This is a bull that will 
transmit power, and produce a wicked set of steer calves. His daughters 
should be out of this world. This is a great bull that I really am eager 
to watch develop over the next several years.
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BW 97 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 1005 lbs
Adj. WW 853 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1210 lbs
Adj. YW 1138 lbs
WPDA 3.35 lbs

ANCHOR D GARRISON 93G
 ZDS 93G   CA-1280051   5/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  SIBELLE GOLDAFGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIAS JANE WEST  VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D EVE 93Y  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D ARLINE 148T  MISS ARNOLD E5501

“Garrison” comes from another of our very faithful producers. Ferrybank 
Colony purchased his full brother last year, who happened to be one 
of my favorite bulls in the whole pen. “Garrison” is going to be a bull 
that will really develop in to a massive meat machine. Expect extra 
thickness, extra growth and extra pigmentation from him. I would 
also expect his daughters to have impeccable udders as both “French 
Attack & Barbossa” daughters are virtually flawless. This combination 
only exemplifies that and is a combination we have really come to 
appreciate. All the best qualities from these 2 great herd bulls combined 
into one extraordinary package and add a shot of “Razzmatazz” for 
good measure and we have success. “Garrison” will be a good one.
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ANCHOR D GARREN’S



Genetic edge12

BW 102 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 765 lbs
Adj. WW 688 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1060 lbs
Adj. YW 1099 lbs
WPDA 3.01 lbs

ANCHOR D GERARD 418G
 ZDS 418G   CA-1287755   14/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  SIBELLE GOLDAFGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIAS JANE WEST  VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
  SIEGFRIED SH ROMULUS F53R  MILLHILL FLOWERANCHOR D CAYANNE 418C  MFL UNIVERSE 28U JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D  MS DD&E STAR GAZER 21B

“Gerard” has as much genetic potential as any bull in this year’s 
offering. His dam is a direct “Romulus” daughter from none other than 
“Dorothy Jane” who was without question our number one cow in 
her day. He will produce a great set of steers but his strength will be 
his daughters. This is a bull I would encourage you to retain as many 
females off of as possible. It’s interesting this fall there was certainly 
a premium for those big high performance steer calves, but did you 
also notice the premium to be found on the right replacement females, 
either as breds or calves. I think it was that much more obvious on a 
turbulent bred heifer market the big demand there was for the higher 
end females. This will be a bull that will produce those females, cash 
in here’s your opportunity.
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BW 98 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 1010 lbs
Adj. WW 926 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1360 lbs
Adj. YW 1412 lbs
WPDA 3.89 lbs

ANCHOR D GIBRALTAR 431G
 ZDS 431G   CA-P1279373   16/1/2019   Polled Full Fleckvieh

  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  SIBELLE GOLDAFGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIAS JANE WEST  VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  ANCHOR D TYRA 20TANCHOR D DAKOTA 431D  FGAF BARBOSSA 707X ANCHOR D ZEON 218Z  ANCHOR D NEON 146U

Let me introduce this year’s AYCSA 
Champion Bull, “Gibraltar”. When the 
kids selected a pair of bull calves to 
show this past summer, they picked a 
pair of calves they felt could not only 
show well, but also have the genetics 
and the cow families behind them to 
impact the breed as well. “Gibraltar’s” 
dam “Dakota” (full sister to Lot #6) is 
a female that I see having a huge impact on our herd for many, many 
years to come. “Gibraltar” is only her second calf, with his older brother 
selling to Wally & Connie Quapp last year. “Gibraltar” is a really cool 
bull with an exceptional disposition, a very moderate birth weight, and 
carrying the polled gene certainly doesn’t hurt either. A bull I score at 
the front end of the pen.
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BW 104 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 775 lbs
Adj. WW 766 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1055 lbs
Adj. YW 1155 lbs
WPDA 3.27 lbs

ANCHOR D GUSTAF 280G
 ZDS 280G   CA-1287956   12/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  SIBELLE GOLDAFGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIAS JANE WEST  VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
  DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R  SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16FANCHOR D GINGER 280A  ANCHOR D REMINGTON 154J ANCHOR D AEGINA 52L  RICHMOND MISS IMAGE 21J

“Gustaf” is a real solid made more moderate framed “French Attack” 
son. I really like this cow family he comes from, and this will be one 
of the bulls you will grow to appreciate more and more every day as 
he matures. He will be a bull that will throw lots of pigmentation, 
and I would suggest anyone out there looking for a bull to use on a 
set of white or buckskin cows, “Gustaf” will be a bull that will sire 
those sale topping steers, and leave an awesome set of replacement 
females in the process.
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Grand Champion Bull 
2019 Wildrose Classic



2020 bull sale 13

BW 105 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 805 lbs
Adj. WW 818 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1130 lbs
Adj. YW 1271 lbs
WPDA 3.55 lbs

ANCHOR D G FORCE 283G
 ZDS 283G   CA-1287970   17/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z  SIBELLE GOLDAFGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIAS JANE WEST  VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
  BHR DOORN G629E BHR DUSTIN SA P762E  BHR YANAMARI M240ERUMBA DA ZURITA  BHR ORANGE RIVER G558E BHR MITCHELLA M361  BHR MS NAT-SALD J139E

Springside Colony purchased a full brother to “G Force” in last year’s 
sale. This is a bull that will supply extra growth and performance, and 
offer a very outcrossed pedigree on the bottom side of this pedigree. 
This cow has also produced offspring working for Rosebud Simmentals, 
South Peace Colony, Starwest Farms, Camrose Colony & Ferrybank 
Colony. This is a very productive cow, who has worked with a variety 
of bulls, but we have been extremely pleased with how well she and 
“French Attack” complement each other. Great rancher bull here in 
“G Force”.
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BW 103 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 810 lbs
Adj. WW 761 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1080 lbs
Adj. YW 1137 lbs
WPDA 3.2 lbs

ANCHOR D GULZAR 515G
 ZDS 515G   CA-1288104   29/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  SCOTTISH NEFF BALIG AGENT JRSA2  ALUNEL.J.B. JADE  ELAGHMORE COMMANDER ELAGHMORE ELMA  ALMA
  BHR DOORN G629E SHAWACRES JAHARI  50L  MISS SHAWACRES HEIDI 1HANCHOR D SAPHIRE 111S  SOLWAY ADONIS ANCHOR D HEBE 108K  DEMBY HERLINDE 154X

This is a very unique lot. We only had a limited amount of semen on 
“Jade” and were waiting for the right cow to work with him. “Saphire” 
has been our faithful no miss cow, so it seemed like a logical choice, 
and as you will see by the dam of Lot #27, we already have the proof 
to know it does work. “Gulzar” is a bull that will provide you with a 
very proven old faithful pedigree, as well as somewhat of an outcross 
for most programs. The “Jade” cattle we had over the years were 
extremely sound footed, free moving cattle, that were easy fleshing 
and very fertile. I really like the potential this young herd bull offers. A 
very unique opportunity indeed.
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BW 75 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 775 lbs
Adj. WW 752 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1110 lbs
Adj. YW 1218 lbs
WPDA 3.16 lbs

ANCHOR D GARNER 262G
 ZDS 262G   CA-1287762   15/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  METRO ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E  GISELAANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H  WESTDRUMS ANDREW ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y  ANCHOR “T” FRIEDA 2T
  BALIG AGENT JRSA2 L.J.B. JADE  ELAGHMORE ELMAANCHOR D JADA 262E  SHAWACRES JAHARI  50L ANCHOR D SAPHIRE 111S  ANCHOR D HEBE 108K

I’m not really sure you could hand write a pedigree that has as much 
marketability or potential to be an absolute bomb proof calving bull. 
“Garner” is a bull we have been very eager to watch develop. Expect a 
deep soggy moderate framed bull as he matures, that should be dark red 
super hairy, big footed and extremely sound. Everything adds up here for 
genetic greatness, and I can only imagine if someone wanted to pursue 
the marketing aspect of “Garner” just what he could potentially do.  
Lots of opportunity here to add a true calving ease bull into your pen.
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Genetic edge14

BW 104 lbs 
WW 820 lbs 
Adj. WW 795 lbs 
YW 1300 lbs 
Adj. YW 1424 lbs 

EPIC
 CLNO 14Z   763860   22-Jan-12   Full Fleckvieh

  PRL HOUSTON 005H BBBG WRANGLER 3S  IPU 4G FRANCHESCA 98NALLM COLOSSAL 25U  SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L FGAF ADRIA 126P  FGAF LEGEN’S CHARM 743K
  BAR 5 SA EVAN 440L MF MR. EVAN 14P  BHR LADY SUZETTE 207KCROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  BHR DOORN G629E CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P  RIVERBEND BRIDGIT 15A

Old faithful, “Epic” has truly done it all for us. He will boast this year’s 
largest sire group, and you will notice two sons later in the catalogue 
one in the red section and one in the blacks. When I say he has done 
it all we truly mean that. He has worked in the heifer pen, until he 
simply got too big, he always has a large breeding group, and as you 
can see that group has expanded into the purebred pen. He has sired 
multiple high sellers for us over the years, and now we see many of 
his daughters producing the front end contenders as well. We cannot 
say enough good things about him. Backed by a super star cow family, 
he is a bull that will add length, growth, good dispositions, hair and 
be easy calving. He is a bull that will produce cattle that are sought 
after in both the seed stock and commercial marketplace. He will be 
working on his 8th breeding season for us this spring.

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 100 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 810 lbs
Adj. WW 682 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1110 lbs
Adj. YW 1100 lbs
WPDA 3.04 lbs

ANCHOR D GILLMAN 229G
 ZDS 229G   CA-P1279922   1/1/2019   Polled Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  DOUBLE BAR D EVEREST 4R CROSSROAD TUXEDO 222T  MISS ARNOLD K5934PSE MS YESSICA PFF  SAF 73H VIRGINIA MS RAINBOW  ANCHOR “T” BARBI 46K

“Gillman” is a moderate birth weight bull, who is very smoothly made 
and should combine growth and maternal traits, while maintaining 
great calving ease. All this in a dark red, polled package too. His dam 
is an easy fleshing moderate framed cow, with a picture perfect udder 
and great foot structure. “Gillman” is one of those bulls who will fit on 
everyone’s shopping list as he will check all the boxes, and do a good 
job of getting it done as well. Expect an easy keeping eye appealing bull 
that will age like fine wine. Last year’s full brother sold to Aaron Steinke.
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BW 102 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 905 lbs
Adj. WW 768 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1175 lbs
Adj. YW 1144 lbs
WPDA 3.23 lbs

ANCHOR D GADGET 101G
 ZDS 101G   CA-1279933   2/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  ANTONIUS GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F  MFL BRENDA 65BANCHOR D CHERISE 101S  KLONDIKE ARNIE GNM 250Z MISS ARNOLD E5501  MISS ARNOLD Y5155

“Gadget” is the last calf from “Cherise”. She is the grand dam of 
“Ozark” (Lot #2) and as I mentioned earlier on this cow family is 
responsible for 10 bulls in this year’s sale. “Gadget” is a bull that will 
boast adding longevity into your herd. He will add length and growth, 
udder structure, and I suggest keep as many daughters as you can. He 
does have a good weaning weight, but keep in mind he was actually 
weaned in July and put back out on grass as his dam’s hip was going 
on her so she was sold early on. It didn’t slow “Gadget” down at all, 
but he likely could have been another 50 lbs. heavier. Regardless this 
is a great bull with a great future.
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2020 bull sale 15

BW 104 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 850 lbs
Adj. WW 774 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1205 lbs
Adj. YW 1268 lbs
WPDA 3.39 lbs

ANCHOR D GALLAGHER 311G
 ZDS 311G   CA-1287726   11/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B  SALMON ARM ALPEN 2NDANCHOR D DALE 311D  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P ANCHOR D OLIVIA 320Z  ANCHOR D SUGAR 189S

I’m going to suggest “Gallagher” may be a bit of a sale sleeper. No 
doubt in my mind he will be found, and appreciated sale day, but this 
is a bull that doesn’t have the bells, whistles or extra chrome, but when 
you analyze him he has every quality necessary to make him a great 
one. This is a spectacular cow family, that never misses, and the great 
part is how many generations deep it runs in quality and performance. 
I guarantee when people call about some of my top picks this bull will 
make that list. He is plumb honest, and will do his new owner proud.
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BW 112 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 995 lbs
Adj. WW 868 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1300 lbs
Adj. YW 1292 lbs
WPDA 3.67 lbs

ANCHOR D GINO 250G
 ZDS 250G   CA-1287737   12/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R  SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16FANCHOR D ZENITH 250Z  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F ANCHOR D CHER 100S  MISS ARNOLD E5501

Certainly not a new combination here in “Gino” he would be a blood 
brother to “High Noon”, and “Gino” is a high performance, big horse 
power bull. We have 4 of these full sisters to “Gino’s” dam producing, 
and each one of them is phenomenal. His dam “Zenith” has offspring 
at Crystal Springs Ranch, Kim Lubbers & Virginia Ranch, not to mention 
her very first daughter who I would rank in the very top end of our cow 
herd. I have always appreciated this bull, and he is a bull in the pen 
that we grow to like that much more every day. You can’t go wrong 
with a bull like this.
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BW 110 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 955 lbs
Adj. WW 838 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1145 lbs
Adj. YW 1102 lbs
WPDA 3.24 lbs

ANCHOR D ORION 215G
 ZDS 215G   CA-1287744   13/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  DOUBLE BARD MAKE M PLLED GIBBY’S TNT  GIBBY’S HERZ-EMP 1ST 208MANCHOR D ROSEL 215Y  ANCHOR D MONTANA 94M ANCHOR D UNIQUE 19U  ANCHOR D CHER 100S

I would venture a guess to say “Orion” is the longest spined bull in the 
sale. He is blood red and very eye catching. I always talk about how 
calving ease and birth weight are two totally different things. “Orion” 
would be a great example of that. With this bulls exception length, and 
smooth shoulder set I would bet he will be one of the easiest calvers 
in the sale, and I certainly wouldn’t lose sleep if he snuck in with the 
heifers. Having said that he is very much a performance bull, and will 
add pounds onto your calves. Be prepared to cash a very large cheque 
when you sell his calves.
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BW 108 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 845 lbs
Adj. WW 780 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1200 lbs
Adj. YW 1274 lbs
WPDA 3.42 lbs

ANCHOR D ALCATRAZ 198G
 ZDS 198G   CA-1287763   15/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B  SALMON ARM ALPEN 2NDANCHOR D DOMINIQUE 198D  CHAMPS BRAVO ANCHOR D SIBELLE 303Z  SIBELLE ANGELINA 1X

“Alcatraz” is one of my personal favorites in this year’s sale. He comes 
from a long line of productive cows, and his young “Moomba” dam 
is certainly a front pasture type female. No doubt in my mind this bull 
is breeder quality. He has had the look from the day he was born, 
combined with the pedigree, the perfect color pattern, and his great 
shape, muscle pattern, and excellent feet and legs. This is a bull designed 
to contribute to the industry and regardless of where he goes. He is a 
bull we will be keeping a close eye on. For what it’s worth, he is a bull 
that if he wasn’t so closely related to our own herd, he would not be 
in the sale and be seeing a large pen of cows in our own herd. I rank 
him extremely high.
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BW 111 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 960 lbs
Adj. WW 865 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1245 lbs
Adj. YW 1262 lbs
WPDA 3.6 lbs

ANCHOR D GAMBINI 320G
 ZDS 320G   CA-1287806   20/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D OLIVIA 320Z  KLONDIKE GOLD RUSH 418B ANCHOR D SUGAR 189S  ANCHOR D AEGINA 52L

Here is the Great “Gambini”. He comes from another of our old faithful 
cows, who just always produces front end contenders. You can never 
have too many cows like this, and this entire cow family has been 
rock solid for us. Easy cows to breed as you can virtually breed them 
to anything and you just expect them to work. “Gambini” is a loose 
hided, deep sided, broad topped meat machine. If you visit the pen prior 
to the sale or watch the sale videos, I guarantee you will appreciate 
how freely this bull moves. He will cover a pile of ground as he is an 
athlete, and a very nice bull to work with as well. His calves are going 
to be absolutely awesome.
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BW 110 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 890 lbs
Adj. WW 805 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1150 lbs
Adj. YW 1167 lbs
WPDA 3.33 lbs

ANCHOR D GOVERNOR 436G
 ZDS 436G   CA-1287819   21/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z  ANCHOR D TYRA 20TANCHOR D BREANNA 436B  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F ANCHOR D CHER 100S  MISS ARNOLD E5501

For whatever reason “Governor” came with very little eye pigmentation, 
but this pedigree is loaded with pigmentation. I remember a bull we 
once owned by the name of “Intuition” who was straight white faced. 
I know we got a good buy on him because of that, and he threw as 
much pigmentation as any of our bulls. Enough about that, buy him 
for the quality he possesses and the great cow family that backs him. 
There is a lot of performance in this bull. On a side note his picture 
truly doesn’t do him justice as he had a twisted ankle picturing time 
so didn’t really look the part. This is an extremely good bull.
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BW 115 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 835 lbs
Adj. WW 789 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1100 lbs
Adj. YW 1157 lbs
WPDA 3.29 lbs

ANCHOR D GATLIN 232G
 ZDS 232G   CA-1287905   1/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D COMET 232Y  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D HAYLEY’S COMET  ANCHOR D HAYLEY 56J

“Gatlin” is a nice middle of the road bull. No extremes in any 
direction, coming from a beautiful cow that goes back to our old 
original foundation cow family “Star Gazer”. “Gatlins” grand dam 
“Hailey” is actually a full sister to none other than “Dorothy Jane”. 
A full brother sold in last year’s sale to Pinto Cow Ranch and a 1/2 
brother the year before to the Trask Family. Study this guy he may tend 
to get overshadowed a bit by some of his pen mates; but “Gatlin” will 
certainly do a great job. I would suggest anyone with a stronger British 
based set of cows that you want to add some zap into, he could be 
the bull you’re looking for.
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BW 105 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 905 lbs
Adj. WW 876 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1175 lbs
Adj. YW 1252 lbs
WPDA 3.58 lbs

ANCHOR D GOLDBERG 223G
 ZDS 223G   CA-1287947   7/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R  SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16FANCHOR D CHERICE 223A  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F ANCHOR D CHER 100S  MISS ARNOLD E5501

I’ve been excited about “Goldberg” all year long. We try to breed for 
a handful of these Buckskin bulls every year, but it’s not as easy as it 
seems. At the end of the day regardless of color bottom line is they 
have to be good. Well “Goldberg” is all of that. A full brother by blood 
to “High Noon”, who is certainly leaving his mark in the breed, still 
going strong for our good friend Boyd McManus in Manitoba. I can 
just see a ring full of calves sired by this guy topping the local sale 
barn. I am a huge fan of “Goldberg” and feel he has huge potential.
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BW 114 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 905 lbs
Adj. WW 893 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1180 lbs
Adj. YW 1275 lbs
WPDA 3.65 lbs

GAMBLER 29G
 ADR 29G   CA-1287955   12/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIA MAXIMUS  VIRGINIA MS REBECCAGARREN’S ISABELLE 29B  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P GARREN’S TARA 21X  ANCHOR D TYRA 20T

Meet the “Gambler”, only thing is there is no gamble here. Tried tested 
and proven genetics in this combination. His dam was named champion 
bred and owned female as a bred heifer, and then went on to produce 
a full brother two years ago who went on to be named champion bull 
at the AYCSA show, and later sold to Erskine Colony. This bull without 
question comes from Garren’s very best cow family, who has produced 
its share of breeder bull in its time. “Gambler’s” great Grand dam is 
none other than “Tyra” who is the dam of “Mr. Gibbs”. “Tyra” will be 
making her way into the donor pen for Garren. Place your bets and let 
the games begin with “Gambler”.
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BW 105 lbs 
WW 815 lbs 
Adj. WW 704 lbs 
YW 1420 lbs 
Adj. YW 1386 lbs 

INTUITION
 RLD 330Y   769498   16-Sep-11   Full Fleckvieh

  MFI WHISTLER 47L GIBBONS JEREMIAH  RHY EVIE 62CMFI JEREMIAH 9022  BEL WESTERN UNION 5Z MFI PETRA 2093  MFL ZAILA 8Z
  STEWARD BEL STEWARD 2ND  SJFB LIRAMFI FRIEDA 3077  ANCHOR ‘T’ IMPACT 2H ANCHOR ‘T’ ELSIE 62L  ANCHOR ‘T’ LENA 62J

This will be the final set of bulls offered from “Intuition” and he will 
be going out with style. “Intuition” did a great job for us over the 
years. Perhaps one of the best footed bulls we have ever owned, a 
bull we could count on to add extra thickness and add hair. His sons 
have been just plumb honest commercial bulls, and his daughters have 
been tremendous, and are extremely easy keeping, docile, beautiful 
uddered females, that are great producers. Look to his sons to add 
the same great qualities, typically coming in dark red packages, with 
added thickness, and quite often possessing extra pigmentation that 
“Intuition” himself lacked, but ran very deep in his entire pedigree. 
I’m pretty certain this may actually be the strongest set of sons he 
has ever produced for us, and they will be his final chapter.

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 104 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 930 lbs
Adj. WW 807 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1160 lbs
Adj. YW 1127 lbs
WPDA 3.26 lbs

KING JULIAN
 ADR 210G   CA-1287712   10/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  GIBBONS JEREMIAH MFI JEREMIAH 9022  MFI PETRA 2093DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION  BEL STEWARD 2ND MFI FRIEDA 3077  ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
  ANTONIUS ANCHOR D DAMASCUS 213U  PRL PALLISADE 23PANCHOR D LIDIA 210A  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D VIDALIA 32U  ANCHOR D MESQUITE 72P

Do yourselves a favor and start by looking past the paint job of this bull 
and analyze him for the beef machine he is. “King Julian” has been an 
absolute standout right from birth. He is a bull that has always “had 
the look”, is heavy muscled and extremely well balanced, coming from 
a great cow family that will provide both growth and strong maternal 
characteristics. Going back to “Antonius” you know he will be a cow 
maker, and I’m going to suggest especially for those who feed out their 
own calves, this bull may very well be the best buy of the entire offering 
for the value he will add to your pen. Explosive growth, added muscle, 
great calving ease, added longevity, and strong maternal all tied up in 
this one package. If he was dark solid red, and heavy pigmented we 
could very well be talking about the lead off bull. Have the foresight 
to see this bull for his true value.
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BW 86 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 840 lbs
Adj. WW 741 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1100 lbs
Adj. YW 1103 lbs
WPDA 3.1 lbs

ANCHOR D GIOVANNI 199G
 ZDS 199G   CA-1287736   11/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  GIBBONS JEREMIAH MFI JEREMIAH 9022  MFI PETRA 2093DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION  BEL STEWARD 2ND MFI FRIEDA 3077  ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
  SOUTH SEVEN TOPNOTCH 29T SOUTH SEVEN XANTHUS 89X  SOUTH SEVEN JAHARI 4RJAYSHAW MS CHAROLATE  DFM MARCUS 14M DFM 46P  DFM KASEY 8K

“Giovanni” has been another standout from birth. There are just some 
of those calves that when they are born they are stamped and you 
can just tell they will make a bull, certainly the case here. The dam of 
“Giovanni” is a great young cow we bought as a calf from Jayshaw 
Simmentals. She is an extremely long bodied female, with great eye 
appeal, and a perfect udder. This bull should add growth and muscle, 
as well as add hair pigmentation, and make his calves blood red. He 
offers a different blend of genetics to our program on the bottom side 
and will provide an outcross for many of our repeat customers. He is 
a bull with a very workable birth weight and will truly be a bull that 
anyone can use on any type of cow and we will expect him to deliver 
what you need. He is a bull that should easily make your short list, a 
very versatile bull indeed.
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BW 106 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 890 lbs
Adj. WW 791 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1190 lbs
Adj. YW 1209 lbs
WPDA 3.4 lbs

ANCHOR D GILLFORD 226G
 ZDS 226G   CA-1287771   16/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  GIBBONS JEREMIAH MFI JEREMIAH 9022  MFI PETRA 2093DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION  BEL STEWARD 2ND MFI FRIEDA 3077  ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
  BHR DOORN G629E SHAWACRES JAHARI  50L  MISS SHAWACRES HEIDI 1HANCHOR D ZABRINA 226Z  DORA LEE JAKE DORA LEE ELEXIS  DORA LEE ELECTRA

“Gillford” is a bull with a loaded pedigree. His grandsire “Jahari” has 
certainly had a huge impact in the Simmental breed, and close to 20 
years later is just as popular today as he was when he first arrived on 
the scene. He left both great males and females, and is a bull that will 
surface in many pedigrees. His grand dam “Elexis” has also played a 
fairly large role in the breed. She has 27 registered progeny, and two 
of her sons that have made the largest impact would be “Eclipse” and 
“Imax”. “Gillford” is royally bred, and will be a great rancher bull, that 
will go out and get the job done. No bells or whistles, just straight goods. 
If you want to eliminate a lot of guess work then have a look right here.
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BW 109 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 835 lbs
Adj. WW 779 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1100 lbs
Adj. YW 1147 lbs
WPDA 3.23 lbs

ANCHOR D GARREN’S GAUDREAU
 ADR 434G   CA-1287843   25/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  GIBBONS JEREMIAH MFI JEREMIAH 9022  MFI PETRA 2093DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION  BEL STEWARD 2ND MFI FRIEDA 3077  ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
  ANTONIUS GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F  MFL BRENDA 65BANCHOR D FLYNN 434C  MFL UNIVERSE 28U JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D  MS DD&E STAR GAZER 21B

This is my personal pick of the “Intuition” sons. Garren purchased his 
dam “Flynn” from us as a bred heifer in our production sale. He had 
asked “What do you think the best buy will be”, and I confidently 
pointed him to her. She was an “ET” calf who had a bigger birth weight 
from and older recip cow, and was a bit plainer to look at sale day. I was 
also quick to point out the fact that her full sister “Gjenna 328Y” is not 
only one of our best cows, but also the cow I consider to be “Dorothy 
Jane’s” very best daughter. A fairly big statement considering the fact 
she has 77 direct registered progeny!! The old story, don’t judge every 
book by its cover certainly applies here. The book maybe a little smaller, 
but the story inside is huge. Much the case with “Gaudreau”, this guy 
will light it up every time. Its herd bull time!
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BW 96 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 855 lbs
Adj. WW 802 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1110 lbs
Adj. YW 1157 lbs
WPDA 3.27 lbs

ANCHOR D GODFREY 271G
 ZDS 271G   CA-1287874   27/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  GIBBONS JEREMIAH MFI JEREMIAH 9022  MFI PETRA 2093DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION  BEL STEWARD 2ND MFI FRIEDA 3077  ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
  ALLM COLOSSAL 25U BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  CROSSROAD WHISPER 930WANCHOR D INA 271C  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D ANNA 272U  MRLN ANNA

“Godfrey” is the final “Intuition” son and a good one to boot. A bull 
with a faithful pedigree in “Epic and Razzmatazz” on the bottom side 
going back to our good old “Anna” cow family we purchased from 
JB. His dam is a favorite cow of ours, absolutely flawless, and a sweet 
heart to work with. This is one of the bulls I encourage you to not judge 
just based on the picture you see in the catalogue as it really doesn’t 
do him justice. This is a real loose made mellow bull, full of rib shape, 
big top, and lots of muscle. He has the same big foot structure his sire 
has, that same thick heavy hair coat, as well as lots of growth with 
a very modest birth weight. “Godfrey” will sire a great set of feedlot 
steers and even a better set of replacement heifers, and work on every 
type of cow you throw at him. This will be a very easy bull to breed, 
and will have tons of longevity as well. You can’t go wrong with him.
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BW 102 lbs 
Adj. WW 858 lbs 
Adj. YW 1381 lbs 

AEGON
 GHBE 26C   1145913   26-Jan-15   Full Fleckvieh

  KLYBER WLSF KALIBER  WLSF KALINIKWLSF KALIBNER  OVERAL BIRNER WLSF PEGNER  WISP-WILL PEGGY 5TH
  CHAMPS ROMANO VIRGINIA WALKER 97W  VIRGINIA MS. NECKLACE 97NSIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z  BBBG WRANGLER 3S SIBELLE QUEEN 16W  SIBELLE QUEENE FLECK

“Aegon” is a bull we have relied on to add a little extra muscle shape 
and dimension. He is a super thick made bull, who is extremely sound. 
He moves like a cat, and he is a bull that is in show condition 24/7. 
He is a great breeding bull, and I would dare say he probably gains 
weight when he is out working. Look to his sons to add structural 
soundness, extra muscle and longevity. We do use “Aegon” on several 
of our larger framed cows. His sons will produce a set of calves that 
should excel in the feedlot be super easy fleshing and his daughters 
will be tremendous cows with great structure lots of milk and very 
easy keeping. I believe his sire bred naturally until at least 10 years 
old so longevity is bred in deep.

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 90 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 790 lbs
Adj. WW 655 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1090  lbs
Adj. YW 1073 lbs
WPDA 2.94 lbs

ANCHOR D FORBBES 121F
 ZDS 121F   CA-1279539   26/12/2018   Full Fleckvieh

  WLSF KALIBER WLSF KALIBNER  WLSF PEGNERSIBELLE AEGON 26C  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z  SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
  VIRGINIAS RED MARCIANO FF VIRGINIAS TALLAHASSEE  DFM FAYETTE 627FEAGLE-RIDGE WONIKA 1W  DFM MARCUS 14M EAGLE-RIDGE RACHELLE 2R  VIRGINIA MS. NELLY 31N

“Forbbes” is built very similar to his sire. His dam has been a great 
producer for us, coming from Beechinor Bros. via Eagle Ridge. This 
cow has produced her share of good ones for us over the years, and 
I expect “Forbbes” to be extremely sound have great thickness, be 
very easy keeping and be structurally flawless. Please note he is not 
registered as a twin, but he was a twin to a heifer. This will be a solid 
rancher herd bull that will just quietly go about doing his job, and he 
will do it for many years.
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BW 97 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 880 lbs
Adj. WW 812 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1150 lbs
Adj. YW 1188 lbs
WPDA 3.37 lbs

STOMPIN TOM 417G
 ZDS 417G   CA-1287865   25/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  WLSF KALIBER WLSF KALIBNER  WLSF PEGNERSIBELLE AEGON 26C  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z  SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
  IPU ENDEVOR 75M CEN THROTTLE 502T  CEN MISS NICOLE 513NHEMR WILLOW 17W  SMITHBILT LEVI 501L CEN MISS PAISLEY 516P  CEN MERCEDES 501M

“Stompin Tom” has been a standout in this sire group all along. There 
was no doubt when you spotted him this spring he was an “Aegon” 
son, as he was a carbon copy in a mini package. I really like how he 
has developed throughout the summer and fall, and truly appreciate his 
style, structure and type. I feel as though he should breed very similar 
to his sire, and he comes from a great cow with lots of performance. 
He is a bull that should work on a fairly broad spectrum of cows, just 
a very solid investment here with very little guess work involved.
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BW 104 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 750 lbs
Adj. WW 726 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1050 lbs
Adj. YW 1144 lbs
WPDA 3.16 lbs

ANCHOR D GATSBY 369G
 ZDS 396G   CA-1287913   3/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  WLSF KALIBER WLSF KALIBNER  WLSF PEGNERSIBELLE AEGON 26C  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z  SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
  DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R  SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16FANCHOR D JAMIE 396C  MFL UNIVERSE 28U JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D  MS DD&E STAR GAZER 21B

Another very typical “Aegon” son. Very solid made, great shape, and 
going back to a very nice young “Razzmatazz” cow. This is a young 
cow that made her debut this fall with an exceptional “Epic” daughter 
selling to Lyle & Vonda Wiens in Vanderhoof. Although “Gatsby” is not 
the biggest bull in the pen, he may very well be one of the soundest 
made, easiest keeping bulls in the pen. He is a bull that I hope you 
like, if you are the successful bidder he will be with you for a long 
long time. He is another bull I would suggest you keep a significant 
amount of heifers from.
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BW 112 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 790 lbs
Adj. WW 784 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1080 lbs
Adj. YW 1187 lbs
WPDA 3.35 lbs

ANCHOR D GUCCI 370G
 ZDS 370G   CA-1287960   13/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  WLSF KALIBER WLSF KALIBNER  WLSF PEGNERSIBELLE AEGON 26C  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z  SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F R-FIVE MALTESE  FGAF SHE’S ALL THAT 724KANCHOR D ASTRID 370A  CROSSROAD BENCHMARK 150M PRL PALLISADE 23P  MS PRL JORDANA 174J

“Gucci” is from one of our larger framed cows, who always gives us 
a big performance bull that always has extra thickness and muscling. 
“Gucci” is a very heavy muscled bull that will add thickness used on 
a mature set of cows.  I would suggest if you do have a set of larger 
framed females that you want to thicken up then he is a solid choice. 
He is also a bull that will more than likely add some extra hair to a calf 
crop, something his dam is extremely consistent about doing herself. 
Everyone loves “Gucci”.
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BW 102 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 800 lbs
Adj. WW 842 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1045 lbs
Adj. YW 1183 lbs
WPDA 3.37 lbs

ANCHOR D GOLDEN 316G
 ZDS 316G   CA-1287984   25/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  WLSF KALIBER WLSF KALIBNER  WLSF PEGNERSIBELLE AEGON 26C  VIRGINIA WALKER 97W SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z  SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
  BHR ZULU G548E ANCHOR D RASTUS 122R  RAJ MS PARAGON 63CANCHOR D ELAYNA 316T  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H ANCHOR D TALAYNA 16N  ANCHOR D JOCASTA 8L

We all have that one cow at home that isn’t the most attractive cow 
in the group, but always delivers the goods time and time again. 
That is the story on “Golden’s” dam. This is one of the cows we can 
breed to anyone, and she gives us homeruns every time. She is an 
extremely sound and correct cow, but just common to look at, but 
never disappoints. She literally has calves spread all across the country 
with progeny at Michael Bauer, ON, Randy & Shirley Ingram, AB, Dave 
& Pam Simpson, BC, Craigmyle Colony, AB, Rick & Evelyn Sanderson, 
AB, & Allan Soderberg, AB. “Golden” is a super stout, very attractive 
“Ageon” son, that will no doubt be one of his best. I love the potential 
this bull offers, and will be a bull that can be used on an extremely 
broad spectrum of cows. He will be the “Golden” ticket, a great bull.
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BW 88 lbs 
WW 994 lbs 
Adj. WW 842 lbs 
YW 1462 lbs 
Adj. YW 1365 lbs 

BARBOSSA
 FGAF 707X   725835   10-Jan-10   Polled Full Fleckvieh

  HOLZBACH HERMANUS  AURIKEPROSTOCK HUGO 7052T  DOUBLE BARD MAKE M PLLED DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R  GRINALTA’S POL FLASH
  ANCHOR ‘T’ METRO 4E ANCHOR ‘T’ LEGEND 7H  ANCHOR ‘T’ HELGA 10YFGAF BARBARELLA 839L  KLONDIKE ARNIE GNM 250Z RAJ MS ARNIE 46F  MY FANCY BAR NONE

What can we say about “Barbossa” that hasn’t already been said? He 
has been such a huge building block for our own herd, and his impact 
on the entire breed as well. It’s interesting at one of the last sales of the 
year we attended “Fleckvieh Equation” the first 5 sale heifers in the ring 
from 3 different homes were all “Barbossa” influenced. We have bragged 
about his unmatched calving ease for years, but his true value has been 
his females. When you go through our catalogue, just note how many 
of the front end contenders are from his daughters or granddaughters. 
He is 10 years old now, and will be headed back out again for another 
breeding season. Over all the years and all the herd bulls we have walked, 
I don’t know if there has ever been another who has had such a huge 
impact on our program. Buy his sons with confidence. They themselves 
may not be at the front end of the sale but their offspring sure will be. 

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 97 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 1040 lbs
Adj. WW 903 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1370 lbs
Adj. YW 1362 lbs
WPDA 3.75 lbs

ANCHOR D CHEVALLE 317G
 ZDS 317G   CA-1279924   1/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  HERMANUS PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T  DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172RFGAF BARBOSSA 707X  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H FGAF BARBARELLA 839L  RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
  ALLM COLOSSAL 25U BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  CROSSROAD WHISPER 930WANCHOR D DESTINY 317D  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D AGUSTA 142U  ANCHOR D AGATHA 6N

Well look what we have here. We sold a full brother in last year’s sale 
to “Chevalle” to Nickel Farms. He was a standout right from birth, 
so much so that his dam made it back in the same pen to produce 
“Chevalle”. Pretty impressive growth on this bull starting off with a 
very moderate birth weight, and weaning over 1000 lbs. from a second 
calver. I think it was a good choice to throw her back in the same pen 
with “Barbossa”. This is a super calving pedigree, but with so much 
more to offer. Strong cow family, superior growth, and he looks the 
part as well. No doubt in my mind this bull should find his way to a 
breeders herd, but regardless if he does or doesn’t this is a bull that 
will have a huge impact for his new owner.
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BW 96 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 840 lbs
Adj. WW 791 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1125 lbs
Adj. YW 1188 lbs
WPDA 3.14 lbs

ANCHOR D GILMORE 553G
 ZDS 553G   CA-1287697   8/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  HERMANUS PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T  DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172RFGAF BARBOSSA 707X  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H FGAF BARBARELLA 839L  RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
  ALLM COLOSSAL 25U BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  CROSSROAD WHISPER 930WANCHOR D EVITA 553E  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P ANCHOR D USTA 155U  PRL MARLEY 51M

For those of you who have called about my top picks for calving ease 
bulls, then you’re already familiar with “Gilmore”. He too is so much 
more than just a calving ease bull. You can’t help but appreciate his 
heavy muscle pattern and overall thickness, combined with excellent 
performance. This little first calver certainly did an excellent job, and I 
can hardly wait to see when she’s in full production after raising one 
like this on her first attempt. With his overall thickness and power I 
wouldn’t call him bomb proof on everyone’s heifers, however he will 
certainly provide calving ease on a set of young cows. This is a bull I 
am pretty high on and you can’t help but be Happy with “Gilmore”.
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2020 bull sale 23

BW 80 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 725 lbs
Adj. WW 716 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1030 lbs
Adj. YW 1140 lbs
WPDA 2.96 lbs

ANCHOR D GRADY 493G
 ZDS 493G   CA-1287793   18/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  HERMANUS PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T  DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172RFGAF BARBOSSA 707X  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H FGAF BARBARELLA 839L  RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
  ALLM COLOSSAL 25U BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  CROSSROAD WHISPER 930WANCHOR D ELENA 493E  VIRGINIA MAXIMUS ANCHOR D BECKY 82B  ANCHOR D MARIE 158W

Without question a heifer bull candidate here. We have used both his 
sire “Barbossa” and grand sire “Epic” on heifers with great success. 
So calving ease is certainly factored into the equation with “Grady”. 
He will mature to be a smaller framed bull, so he will last for heifers 
for some time, and my gut feeling says he will be virtually fool proof. 
He won’t be the biggest bull sale day, nor is he bred to be. If calving 
ease is a #1 priority on your shopping list, then “Grady” needs to be 
near the top. He is registered as horned, but I think he may have been 
scurred. All that aside a good calving ease prospect.
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BW 78 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 735 lbs
Adj. WW 728 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1070 lbs
Adj. YW 1194 lbs
WPDA 3.09 lbs

ANCHOR D GLENCOE 159G
 ZDS 159G   CA-1287811   20/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  HERMANUS PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T  DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172RFGAF BARBOSSA 707X  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H FGAF BARBARELLA 839L  RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  ANCHOR D TIA 235TANCHOR D SEQUOIA 159E  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D LIITA 338Y  ANCHOR D SONITA 117N

“Glencoe” will be another bomb proof heifer bull. He is a very smooth 
built bull with extra length of spine, and note how well his shoulder 
blends in. When you calve him on heifers you may want to have a 
catcher’s mit handy, they should come out at an expedient rate of speed. 
Another factor to consider with him is the strong maternal values he 
will carry. Going back to my personal favorite cow “Sonita”, and as I 
had mentioned about “Barbossa” his true value has been the daughters 
he has added into our herd. Regardless what your choice is for him this 
will be a great calving ease bull that will work great on a pen of heifers.
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BW 97 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 715 lbs
Adj. WW 723 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1025 lbs
Adj. YW 1155 lbs
WPDA 3 lbs

ANCHOR D GONCHAR 109G
 ZDS 109G   CA-1287834   24/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  HERMANUS PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T  DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172RFGAF BARBOSSA 707X  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H FGAF BARBARELLA 839L  RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  ANCHOR D TIA 235TANCHOR D DONJIA 109D  ANCHOR D MOJITO 108U ANCHOR D ZONJIA 394Z  PRL MERCEDES 172M

“Gonchar” is another bull I stamp as Calving ease friendly. He does 
have a bit more birth weight than several of the other CE bulls, but 
also comes from a larger heifer, and certainly has extra length of spine 
to offset the weight. He is a very smooth made well balanced bull that 
fits the same pattern as the bull before him. Very similar pair of bulls 
that should do the same type of job. He too is backed by a great cow 
family and a little sprinkle of “Antonius” on the bottom side of this 
pedigree doesn’t hurt either. You won’t have to break the piggy bank 
to own him, and he will do a very good job for his new owner.
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Genetic edge24

BW 115 lbs 
WW 886 lbs 
Adj. WW 783 lbs 
YW 1260 lbs 
Adj. YW 1394 lbs 

ULYSSES
 ZDS 530E   1204942   09-Jan-17    Full Fleckvieh

  DOUBLE BAR D ADONIS 603N BLCC MR ADONIS 30X  BLCC MISS HOUSTON 144USOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z  SOUTH SEVEN NAVIGATOR 33N SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S  DFM ELMIRA 543E
  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F R-FIVE MALTESE  FGAF SHE’S ALL THAT 724KFGAF PRECIOUS THING 403T  SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L FGAF SHANTI 121P  FGAF LEGEN’S CHARM 743K

We are extremely excited to have “Ulysses” working our pen. Karen 
and I had discussed as to whether to retain him for ourselves or sell 
him in the bull sale. As he is an outcross for our program we felt 
he may add more value to our pen, a decision we certainly don’t 
regret. “Ulysses” is a powerful bull who has tons of growth, deep 
bodied, broad topped, great color pattern, excellent hair and a huge 
big foot. His dam “Precious Thing” certainly needs no introduction 
and has produced many high sellers both for LaBatte Simmentals, 
and ourselves, including last year’s high selling bull that went to 
Double Bar D, SK and our high selling heifer going to Ferme Sibelle, 
PQ. His first set of calves has really impressed us as he has done a 
nice job putting his stamp on them. He also calved extremely well 
for us moderating birth weights (91 lb. average), as well as being 
a short gestation bull (6 days early on an average). There are only 
three sons in the sale this year, but he will have a large group next 
year as he pulled double duty and bred a large number of cows last 
spring. Keep an eye on this exciting young herd bull.

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 81 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 745 lbs
Adj. WW 752 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1095 lbs
Adj. YW 1238 lbs
WPDA 3.21 lbs

ANCHOR D ECHO 552G
 ZDS 552G  CA-P1287867  25/1/2019   Polled Full Fleckvieh

  HERMANUS PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T  DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172RFGAF BARBOSSA 707X  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H FGAF BARBARELLA 839L  RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
  WLSF KALIBNER SIBELLE AEGON 26C  SIBELLE DANEARIS 11ZANCHOR D ECHO 552E  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F ANCHOR D GJENNA 328Y  JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D

“Echo” is the final “Barbossa” calf in this year’s sale, and will come 
in a polled package. His dam is the first of the “Aegon” daughters we 
have calved, and they appear to be extremely easy keeping soft made 
broody females with perfect udder attachment and tremendous feet. 
“Echo” also carries a little extra zap on the bottom side of this pedigree 
tracing back to “Dorothy Jane”. It is a bit tough looking at the heifer 
bulls when they are all penned together with the big performance bulls. 
Buy him for what he’s designed to do and you will be very happy. A 
pretty honest calving ease bull here.
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BW 102 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 920 lbs
Adj. WW 787 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1170 lbs
Adj. YW 1134 lbs
WPDA 3.25 lbs

ANCHOR D GRAFFITTI 318G
 ZDS 318G   CA-1280055   6/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BLCC MR ADONIS 30X SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z  SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70SANCHOR D ULYSSES 530E  R-FIVE MALTESE FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T  FGAF SHANTI 121P
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A  ANCHOR D MOJITO 108U ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y  VIRGINIA MS TALLULAH

“Graffitti” is very much like his sire. He is a deep bodied, broad topped 
bull with lots of eye appeal, tremendous hair coat, blood red, and 
great feet. He is backed by a top notched cow family, and “Graffitti” 
also happens to be the little brother to “Shazam” who now resides 
at Starwest Farms. This is a super star in the making, with a wicked 
pedigree. I honestly don’t know if you can find a pedigree with more 
dark red heavy pigmented bloodlines, or one that has as many top 
cow families in it? “Graffitti” is a stud, and certainly will be a great 
introduction to what “Ulysses” can do.
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2020 bull sale 25

BW 72 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 835 lbs
Adj. WW 748 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1105  lbs
Adj. YW 1124 lbs
WPDA 3.09 lbs

ANCHOR D GASPER 76G
 ZDS 76G   CA-1287700   8/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BLCC MR ADONIS 30X SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z  SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70SANCHOR D ULYSSES 530E  R-FIVE MALTESE FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T  FGAF SHANTI 121P
  BHR HAXOLD 690P KING OF JUNGLE DA ZURITA  BHBJ JOECELYNN N075EANCHOR D JEIZEL 76C  DORA LEE JAKE DORA LEE ELEXIS  DORA LEE ELECTRA

“Gasper” comes with a very neat twist in pedigree. There are a few 
“Jungle” cattle in Canada, but certainly not huge numbers. I was 
fortunate enough to have seen “Jungle” in person in Texas, and we 
did acquire a small amount of semen on him which we used sparingly. 
The mating to “Elexis” worked very well and the dam of “Gasper” 
is a picture perfect young female who we expect great things from. 
Her first calf sold this fall to Kindred Spirit, SK. “Gasper” is just her 
second calf to be sold and the breeding to “Ulysses” has been very 
complimentary. This is a very moderate birth weight bull with nice 
growth and excellent structure and muscle shape. I expect this bull to 
develop extremely well and will be a bull that will be phenomenal. A 
bull that can work anywhere.
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BW 88 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 715 lbs
Adj. WW 639 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1050 lbs
Adj. YW 1105 lbs
WPDA 2.97 lbs

ANCHOR D MACS VICTORY 450G
 MACS 450G   CA-1287749   13/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  BLCC MR ADONIS 30X SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z  SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70SANCHOR D ULYSSES 530E  R-FIVE MALTESE FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T  FGAF SHANTI 121P
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D MACS VICTORIA  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P ANCHOR D NATASHA 137A  ANCHOR D AGUSTA 142U

Here is another bull loaded with options as to where you may want 
to use him. “Victory” is a very smooth made bull that should calve 
extremely well, and has a moderate birth weight to go along with it. 
“Victory” is one of Mackenzie’s bulls, coming from one of her show 
cows, the same cow family that was responsible for producing her high 
selling heifer this fall selling to Davenor Farms in Quebec. Lots of horse 
power in this pedigree, combined with the calving ease makes “Victory” 
a very versatile bull that can be relied on heavily. If you want to have a 
little extra sleep at night but not give up too much performance then 
here is your opportunity.
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BW 96 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 655 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1020 lbs
WPDA 3.06 lbs

ANCHOR D GODFATHER 470G
 ZDS 470G   UNR1288103   2/2/2019   Polled Full Fleckvieh

  KLONDIKE GOLD RUSH 418B ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G  ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10YSTARWEST POL BLUEPRINT  CHAMPS BRAVO PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL  WCC WELLS’ PLD TALULAH 7T
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D KAEL 255C  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D RUBY RED 198A  ANCHOR D RUBY 233U

The “Godfather” is the result of an “ET” calf from “Kael”, who was a 
former high seller from our female sale that we own in partnership with 
Canadian Donors. This is a female that already boasts an impressive 
resume, being the dam of “Outlook” who is one of the feature calving 
ease Fleckvieh bulls owned by Canadian Sires and Crossroad Farms. 
She also produced three feature bulls in last year’s sale selling to MAVV 
Simmentals, Springside Colony & 4M Cattle Co, as well as a natural 
heifer calf that sold to City View Simmentals. For such a young cow, 
she has already had a significant impact, and is already sitting at an 
$11,400 average on 5 calves for us to date. To say “Godfather” has 
a future is an understatement. He is one of the younger bulls in the 
sale so he does tend to get overshadowed somewhat in the pen, but I 
encourage you to look at the potential of this young stud, He has all the 
tools to be a great one, and being Polled on top of that is of added value.
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Genetic edge26

BW 102 lbs 
Adj. WW 782 lbs 
Adj. YW 1286 lbs 

PRECISION
 VIRS 16C   1135400   19-Jan-15   Full Fleckvieh

  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308PVIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M SS LEGACY 5U FF  RICOCHET PARIS 419P
  METRO ANCHOR T METRO 4E  GISELABROCK YODA  PORTERHOUSE KAMUS 113K BRK PLAY MATE  BROCK MISS LAKEEKA

“Precision” has very quickly become our “secret weapon”. You will 
notice he has our second largest sire group in this year’s sale, with several 
sons coming from first calving heifers. He is a bull we can use absolutely 
everywhere in our program, as he calves tremendous and gives us big 
growth. It’s interesting, as we hosted the ASA tour this summer, when 
visiting the herd bulls, he was a bull that was overlooked. Then when we 
visited the pastures of calves we had several people ask “Where is this 
Precision bull?” On his first calf crop he boasted both the high selling bulls 
in the sale in “Outlook & Disco”. “Precision’s” value to our program is huge. 
He is an awesome breeder and his versatility is unmatched as he can work 
on heifers, power cows, or cows we need to add power to. He can literally 
work on every type of female we own. There will be a variance in his sire 
group, as he is used everywhere, however his sons will all have the same 
stamp about them but will be designed for different jobs. Great sire group, 
be sure to read their footnotes as to where each one will be best suited.

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 69 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 765 lbs
Adj. WW 705 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1140  lbs
Adj. YW 1227 lbs
WPDA 3.11 lbs

ANCHOR D FRENZY 349F
 ZDS 349F   CA-1279920   31/12/2018   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D ENOWYN 349E  FGAF WINDSURFER 820Y ANCHOR D BRONWYN 78B  ANCHOR D FIESTA 302Y

“Frenzy” is undoubtedly going to be a heifer bull specialist. I really 
appreciate the shape and structure of this bull, as well as the “look” 
he has. The “Barbossa” daughters are without question some of our 
absolute best cows, and “Frenzy’s” dam is no exception. Beautiful 
females that are super fertile and easy keeping.  They have flawless 
udders, and moderate birth weights, and typically short gestations.  
When you study several of our top bulls, they will be from a “Barbossa” 
dam or grand dam. His dam gave us a 76 lb. bull calf this year, also 
with a short gestation, from “Ulysses”. “Frenzy” will without question 
be a bull you can throw in your heifer pen with confidence, but also 
like his sire expect to have so much more than just calving ease. He 
too will provide growth, and add muscle. This is a super bull that will 
be found near the front of the sale.
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BW 77 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 720 lbs
Adj. WW 672 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1040 lbs
Adj. YW 1117 lbs
WPDA 2.85 lbs

LEGIT 425G
 ADR 425G   CA-1279930   1/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D GARRENS PALMER 425E  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F ANCHOR D FLYNN 434C  JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D

Aptly named “Legit” as he will be another legitimate heifer bull 
candidate. The same combination as the previous bull “Precision x 
Barbossa” resulting in a calving ease specialist. The great part about 
this combination is they are just so much more than just a heifer bull. 
These bulls will provide extra growth, muscling as well as the daughters 
they leave behind. Just look at the weaning weights of the “Precision” 
sons off of some of the mature cows, the power is there. “Legit” has 
the same type stamp, as his sire group will have. Big muscle shape, 
deep ribbed, smooth fronted, easy keeping, and heavily pigmented. 
Also note the cow power on the bottom of this pedigree, “Legit” is 
a legit contender to graduate into a pen of power cows, if and when 
he out grows his use in the heifer pen. Solid, solid choice for anyone.
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2020 bull sale 27

BW 103 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 870 lbs
Adj. WW 769 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1205 lbs
Adj. YW 1235 lbs
WPDA 3.32 lbs

GERARDO 136G
 MACS 136G   CA-1280043   3/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H FGAF WINDSURFER 820Y  JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019ANCHOR D MACS LIBERTY136D  SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R ANCHOR D DIXIE 347X  ANCHOR D SASSY 104S

“Gerardo” will be the first opportunity in this year’s catalogue to see 
what “Precision” can do with a cow. As you can see, he will provide 
that extra growth, and power, but they will still be in the same package 
type. “Gerardo” comes from one of Mackenzie’s show cows “Liberty” 
who had a great show career, and has developed into a solid young 
cow. Lots of power in this pedigree, tracing back to an extremely 
productive, no miss cow family. “Gerardo” is a heavy haired, dark red 
heavily pigmented bull that will be very easy to find sale day. This was 
an impressive cow calf pair all summer, and “Gerardo” will develop 
into a bull you will proudly display. A bull you will very confidently use 
on a set of young cows you want to maintain some calving ease on, 
but still add growth.
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BW 91 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 840 lbs
Adj. WW 726 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1125 lbs
Adj. YW 1123 lbs
WPDA 3.13 lbs

CRUSADER 122G
 MACS 122G   CA-1287691   7/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R  SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16FANCHOR D CANDY 122W  MFL MEISTER 36Y ANCHOR D MARIPOSA 49J  MS PRL EMMA 101E

A bull loaded with potential. “Crusader” is from a really solid producing 
cow of Mackenzie’s. As a first calver she produced “Cane” who went 
on to be a herd bull for Eagle Ridge. She has since produced herd 
bulls for Peace View Colony, and 2 for Ferrybank Colony, as well as 
every daughter she has produced has been retained for our own herd. 
Each of her daughters is flawless, and easy keeping, much like herself. 
“Crusader” is a moderate birth weight bull that you really appreciate 
on a set of young cows. He will sire an outstanding set of feedlot 
steers, and will be one of the bulls I would encourage you to maintain 
several daughters from.
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BW 110 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 965 lbs
Adj. WW 839 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1190 lbs
Adj. YW 1153 lbs
WPDA 3.33 lbs

ANCHOR D SATURN 269G
 ZDS 269G   CA-1287706   9/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  DORSIM MASSIE BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P  TOVERBERG ERIKAANCHOR D SATURN 269U  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H ANCHOR D VENUS 114N  RAJ MS BALTIMORE 51G

“Saturn” is a pure power bull. His dam was one of those cows that it 
didn’t matter who we bred her to, this is the birth weight you’re going 
to get. A highly productive cow that raised many sale cattle over the 
years, and always looked good in the process. I think one of the best 
endorsements she had was raising a bull that Peter & Cec Dykstra used 
for many years. I know Peter stated to me many times how good this 
bull was. If you’ve ever seen their cow herd you will appreciate this is 
one of the top commercial herds out there, who always seems to top 
the market every year. No accident great cattle breeders. Utilize this 
bull to his strengths on a set of mature cows, and you too have the 
potential to top the sale barn.
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Genetic edge28

BW 83 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 830 lbs
Adj. WW 725 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1110 lbs
Adj. YW 1114 lbs
WPDA 3.12 lbs

ANCHOR D GENTRY 154G
 ZDS 154G   CA-1287714   10/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  ROGANT PRL PORTERHOUSE REGENT  MS PRL NITE ANCHOR 087BANCHOR D HERLINDE 154X  SOLWAY ADONIS ANCHOR D HERA 105K  DEMBY HERLINDE 154X

“Gentry” is one of the bulls that really excites me with his potential. 
He is a bull that will work absolutely everywhere in your program. He 
will be a calving ease specialist, but also be a bull that gives you that 
extra power, and muscling. When we were on the hunt for his sire 
“Precision” this is the type of bull we were in search of. A bull that we 
could walk in every pen, and have the confidence in that he will not 
only calve well, but sire a group of calves with something a little extra 
special about them. This is a cow family that will also moderate birth 
weight and is loaded with maternal values. “Gentry” is unquestionably 
a bull for everyone.
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BW 76 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 795 lbs
Adj. WW 705 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1145 lbs
Adj. YW 1191 lbs
WPDA 3.23 lbs

ANCHOR D GASTON 79G
 ZDS 79G   CA-1287732   12/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D NINA 79B  ANCHOR D DAMASCUS 213U ANCHOR D GENIA 44Z  PHS UGENIA FALLS 28U

No guess work here at all. “Gaston” is a full brother to “Disco” who 
was our high seller a few years ago selling to Yellow Rose and Hampton 
Simmentals. He too will be a calving ease specialist with extra punch 
to sire a powerful set of calves as well. I have often said finding the 
right calving ease bull is the most difficult task. To have a virtually 
bomb proof calving ease bull, but still have a bull that will provide 
you with a set of calves that will challenge for top spot in the pen is 
something extra special. “Gaston” is extra special. He comes from a 
young “Barbossa” cow that already has a proven track record, not 
to mention a pedigree that is very loaded as well. “Gaston” will be 
one of the feature calving ease bulls in this year’s sale, but don’t just 
look at him as only a CE bull, lots of power here as well. The real deal.
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BW 102 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 755 lbs
Adj. WW 674 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1135 lbs
Adj. YW 1202 lbs
WPDA 3.22 lbs

ANCHOR D GIDEON 618G
 ZDS 618G  CA-P1287758  14/1/2019   Polled Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H  ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10YFGAF PLD WANIKA 618W  KWA REDBENCH 20P JNR’S POLLED EVE  JNR’S POLLED EDIE

There are two bulls in this year’s sale that I would mention to disregard 
their weaning information. “Gideon” had extremely bad foot rot at 
weaning time, and was considerably down in weight. He has come on 
like a house on fire since weaning, and certainly looks the part now. His 
dam has been a really solid producer for us with offspring working for 
Mackenzie Skeels, New World Simmentals, Starwest Farms, Ferrybank 
Colony, Pine Hill Colony, and Dobbie Simmentals. Every one of her 
calves has come polled off of a variety of sires, all of which have been 
horned bulls except one. “Gideon” is from a big old mature cow that 
will provide extra power as well as the calving ease factor. If you are 
looking for a polled bull to moderate some birth weight, but still have 
extra jam, he’s your guy. Don’t be afraid to throw him in your heifer 
pen either. He also has a pedigree that makes him very likeable too.
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2020 bull sale 29

BW 79 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 805 lbs
Adj. WW 791 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1025 lbs
Adj. YW 1097 lbs
WPDA 2.96 lbs

ANCHOR D GRIMSHAW 184G
 ZDS 184G  CA-P1287809  20/1/2019   Polled Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D DEIDRA 184D  VIRGINIA MAXIMUS ANCHOR D EMBER 222C  ANCHOR D CANDY 122W

“Grimshaw” is another calving ease bull from this sire group. He comes 
in a Polled package, and is another bull that will work on both cows 
and heifers. This bull boasts a very rich pedigree that runs deep in our 
breeding program. His grandmother is one of the most beautiful cows 
on the whole farm, and is a picture perfect female you would not 
change anything about her. The great grandmother is “Candy” (dam 
of Lot #62), Mackenzie’s original 4-H cow, her mother was the result of 
our ET program, off of “Meister” and one of our original donor cows, 
“Emma” who was a direct daughter of “Romulus x Gundi/Gold”. As 
you can see “Grimshaw” is stacked with greatness, and his young dam 
will do phenomenal things for us in the future for sure.
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BW 108 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 805 lbs
Adj. WW 733 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1185 lbs
Adj. YW 1261 lbs
WPDA 3.41 lbs

ANCHOR D GUS 142G
 ZDS 142G   CA-1287813   20/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R  SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16FANCHOR D AGUSTA 142U  ANCHOR D BUCCANEER ANCHOR D AGATHA 6N  ANCHOR D AEGINA 52L

As I mentioned on “Precision” we gave him some big power cows 
this past year as well. The dam of “Gus” is a cow that we just expect 
to see bigger birth weights on, that’s who she is. This cow has been a 
prolific producer for us over the years, and her true value has been the 
daughters she left behind. She herself maybe hasn’t produced a group 
of high sellers, but her daughters certainly have. This has been a really 
honest consistent producing cow that always puts straight goods in the 
pen. “Gus” is just a good honest ranch bull. He will sire a great set of 
heavy weight steers, as well as a wicked set of replacement females. 
He’s a bull that won’t give you any calving issues, and you will love 
him in your cow herd, and he won’t cost you a fortune to put him there.
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BW 102 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 830 lbs
Adj. WW 756 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1100 lbs
Adj. YW 1132 lbs
WPDA 3.21 lbs

GAUNTLET 153G
 MACS 153G   CA-1287826   23/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R  SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16FANCHOR D KATE 153Y  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F ANCHOR D CHER 100S  MISS ARNOLD E5501

“Gauntlet” is another bull going back to the “Miss Arnold” cow family. 
His dam “Kate” is unquestionably one of Mackenzie’s very best cows, 
and is a female that is always spotted as she is a front pasture type 
female. “Gauntlet” has been a calf we have really noticed since birth 
and all summer long, and has been a bull we have always felt certainly 
has huge potential. He is a dark red heavy haired bull, who is a very 
complete package with a very modest birth weight. Not necessarily a 
bull for heifers, but certainly designed to moderate some birth weight 
and calve extremely well, but also add a little extra jam into a calf 
crop. He has brothers working for the Trask family as well as Jent 
Hoekstra, as well as a couple sisters in Mackenzie’s herd. “Gauntlet” 
will be an excellent bull.
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Genetic edge30

BW 90 lbs 
WW 745 lbs 
Adj. WW 746 lbs 
YW 1085 lbs 
Adj. YW 1204 lbs 

SORCERER
 ZDS  8B   CA-1120826   13/1/2014    Full Fleckvieh

  ANCHOR “T” IKON 1H HEMR SAMURAI 7S  JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y  DORA LEE JAKE DORA LEE ELEXIS  DORA LEE ELECTRA
  GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M  JERICO’S DEIRDRE 21DANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y  ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H ANCHOR D SERENITY 85S  FGAF MOANI 133P

Last fall we purchased the Rocking R cow herd. With the cows we 
also purchased their herd bull “Sorcerer”. He was a bull we sold as 
a yearling, where he was one of our high sellers that particular year. 
In the time Rod & Karen used him, he was used on both cows and 
heifers, and Rod said they never assisted a calf off of him other than 
twins. His dam is a fabulous young cow, who has only ever produced 
two bulls, both of which were high sellers, and both found their ways 
into purebred operations. Her daughters have all been retained for 
our own herd, and have been great producers so far in their early 
careers. “Sorcerer” is a very stylish bull, possessing a great muscle 
pattern, very solid foot structure, dark red, as well as an extremely 
small head, and very smooth shoulder set. This past year he was used 
exclusively on heifers. You will certainly see much more of him from 
our program in the future. He also has the bragging rights of being 
this year’s poster boy, as he is on this year’s bull sale catalogue cover.

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 87 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 710 lbs
Adj. WW 745 lbs
Jan 1 Wt.  1030 lbs
Adj. YW 1190 lbs
WPDA 3.11 lbs

ANCHOR D GILLETTE 40G
 ZDS 40G   CA-1287917   4/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh 

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z ANCHOR D HIGH NOON 247B  ANCHOR D MARTINI 247XMCM MISS ELAN 10E  KOP MAXIMUS 151Y HOMESTEAD-T MISS 129A  HOMESTEAD-T 15Y

Extra pigmentation and lots of style in this calving ease package. 
“Gillette’s” dam is a first calving heifer we purchased as a calf from 
Boyd McManus. He is another bull that will calve extremely well, yet still 
have a little extra performance. This is a 6 generation Full Fleckvieh bull 
that I feel you can utilize just about anywhere in your program. As he 
is a younger calf and from a first calver his numbers won’t necessarily 
indicate it, but I do feel there is a lot more performance than what 
meets the eye. A very solid selection to fit in most everyone’s budget.
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BW 90 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 810 lbs
Adj. WW 904 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1050 lbs
Adj. YW 1238 lbs
WPDA 3.35 lbs

ANCHOR D GALVESTON 179G
 ZDS 179G   CA-1287979   22/2/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z  SS LEGACY 5U FFVIRGINIA PRECISION 16C  ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E BROCK YODA  BRK PLAY MATE
  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  ANCHOR D TIA 235TANCHOR D VALENTINA 179D  ANCHOR D REMINGTON 154J ANCHOR D BILLIE 299B  ANCHOR D ROSIE 49Y

Without hesitation I tell you this is one of my favorite heifer bulls in 
this year’s offering. “Galveston” has been an absolute standout from 
the day he was born, and as one of the younger bulls in the group as 
well as being from a first calver, he has stood out all along. He has 
style, great muscle, tremendous smoothness, and has the herd bull 
look about him. His dam is certainly one of our favorite young cows, 
and we sold a full sister to her this fall to Newton Creek Simmentals, 
where she was also one of my top picks. I have a gut feeling this will 
be a bull that could have a huge impact. Regardless if you are a seed 
stock producer or a commercial producer, this is a bull you will want 
to have marked down.
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2020 bull sale 31

BW 90 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 835 lbs
Adj. WW 748 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1120 lbs
Adj. YW 1145 lbs
WPDA 3.23 lbs

ANCHOR D MERLIN 214G
 ZDS 214G   CA-1287798   19/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  HEMR SAMURAI 7S ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y  DORA LEE ELEXISANCHOR D SORCERER 8B  SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M ANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y  ANCHOR D SERENITY 85S
  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X  ANCHOR D TIA 235TROCKING R ANNETTE  R-FIVE MALTESE NOSSATERRA GENEVA 95W  NOSSATERRA GLORIA 2M

“Merlin” is certainly a special bull from this sire group. As I mentioned 
we had purchased the entire Rocking R cow herd, and “Merlin’s” dam 
is unquestionably my favorite cow from this group. This is a solid female 
that you can never have too many like her. “Merlin” is a dark red thick 
haired bull with length and style, and possesses the same smoothness 
about him his sire has. He is a bull I feel you will be able to use on 
an extremely wide variety of cows, and he will put his own stamp on 
them. Even though this is the first calf crop for us off of these cows 
as well as “Sorcerer” there is zero doubt in my mind this is a terrific 
combination. “Merlin” will work magic in your pen.
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BW 103 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 805 lbs
Adj. WW 765 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1070 lbs
Adj. YW 1133 lbs
WPDA 3.11 lbs

ANCHOR D AVALON 166G
 ZDS 166G   CA-1287822   22/1/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  HEMR SAMURAI 7S ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y  DORA LEE ELEXISANCHOR D SORCERER 8B  SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M ANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y  ANCHOR D SERENITY 85S
  ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X ROCKING R Z-MAN  EAGLE-RIDGE UNDINE 38UROCKING R MS DEEDEE 16D  ROCKING R POL METRO ROCKING R YULIE 6Y  ROCKING R MS ULANI 24U

Probably one of our biggest regrets over the years was at the Richmond 
Farms dispersal, when we had our short list of cows that we were 
unable to purchase the “30G” cow. We were able to buy her daughter 
however “Image 21J” who has left a huge impact in our herd. Well 
Rocking R did end up with “30G” and “Avalon” is one of the bulls that 
will carry her lineage. He is a super long bodied bull, very smooth made, 
and solid patterned. He is a bull that will combine growth and calving 
ease, and has an impeccable pedigree behind him. Just an extremely 
good middle of the road bull that will be able to work anywhere.
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BW 101 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 670 lbs
Adj. WW 769 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1000 lbs
WPDA 3.41 lbs

ANCHOR D GANDALF 73G
 ZDS 73G   CA-1287995   14/3/2019   Full Fleckvieh

  HEMR SAMURAI 7S ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y  DORA LEE ELEXISANCHOR D SORCERER 8B  SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M ANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y  ANCHOR D SERENITY 85S
  ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X ROCKING R Z-MAN  EAGLE-RIDGE UNDINE 38UROCKING R CALIPSO 3C  ROCKING R POL METRO ROCKING R ZURIA  ROCKING R SARENA

We are obviously just getting to know this group of cows, but the dam 
of “Gandalf” has quickly risen to the top of this group in my books. 
“Gandalf” will be the youngest bull in this year’s sale, and we had 
thought of retaining him for next year as a two year old, but we do 
have a few younger spares already retained, and I think he is a bull that 
when people analyze him sale day they will truly appreciate his value. 
His dam is a perfectly crafted young female, with a great pedigree as 
well. He has the shape and type and I feel he too will be a wizard in 
your pen. This is one of the bulls I encourage you to look over but not 
overlook due to his age he will be somewhat of a sale sleeper.
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Genetic edge32

BW 108 lbs 
WW 785 lbs 
Adj. WW 906 lbs 
YW 1340 lbs 
Adj. YW 1573 lbs 

EXCALIBUR
 CNLO 137E 1208153  24-Feb-17   Homozygous Polled Purebred

  LFE ROCK SOLID 366P NCB RED SUSPECT 30S  NCB BODACIOUS 91HKUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y  R PLUS 4012P MISS R PLUS 7037T  MISS R PLUS 3281N
  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z  SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88URF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C  WHEATLAND STOUT 930W RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z  RF FLIRTIN FOR CERTIN 37U

We are extremely pleased to have added “Excalibur” into our bull 
battery. His sire “Super Duty” is a bull we have utilized through 
AI in our herd with great success. We were really drawn to him 
partially because of his sire, but more importantly coming from 
such a prolific cow and cow family. His dam “Certainly Flirtin 532C” 
was a $45,000 high seller from Friday Night Lights. She is a direct 
daughter out of “Captain Morgan” and her dam is arguably one of 
the best cows in the industry. “Excalibur” is royally bred, and his first 
calf crop has certainly met our expectations and more. He calved 
very well for us, has put his stamp on the calves, and obviously with 
him being Homozygous Polled all his calves carry the Polled gene. 
We felt as though we needed to add a big time red bull into our 
breeding program, and feel as though we have accomplished this 
with “Excalibur”.

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 102 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 870 lbs
Adj. WW 753 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1140  lbs
Adj. YW 1129 lbs
WPDA 3.16 lbs

ANCHOR D GARVEY 89G
 ZDS 89G   CA-PG1280046   5/1/2019   Polled Purebred

  NCB RED SUSPECT 30S KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y  MISS R PLUS 7037TBLACK GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E  SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C  RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
  LFE BS LEWIS 322U LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y  LFE RS KATARINA 621UANCHOR D ARMELLE 89B  BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P XRC AMBER 16A  XRC RHEA 24U

“Garvey” is a rugged performance bull. You want a bull that will sire 
an outstanding set of performance steers, here he is. A unique blend 
of genetics, and as many of our Purebred bulls he will carry a shot of 
Fleckvieh in his pedigree as well. His dam is a bigger framed “Louie” 
daughter, going back to and excellent Polled “Stride” cow. This is a 
bull who will certainly add pounds, calve very well, and give you a set 
of polled baldie calves that could be sale toppers.
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BW 101 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 955 lbs
Adj. WW 816 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1110 lbs
Adj. YW 1032 lbs
WPDA 3.08 lbs

ANCHOR D GRAYSON 143G
 ZDS 143G   CA-PG1280054   6/1/2019   Polled Purebred

  NCB RED SUSPECT 30S KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y  MISS R PLUS 7037TBLACK GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E  SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C  RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
  LFE BRAVE 307T LFE WOLFMAN 395X  LFE SPIKE 19MANCHOR D LOUSANNA 143A  BBS RED CANADIAN L24 ANCHOR D EMMY LOU 99T  ANCHOR D RED LOU 252R

“Grayson” is from one of my favorite Purebred cow families. His 
grandmother “99T” was as faithful of producer as we owned, and 
Matt Buschbeck’s favorite cow on our farm!! She always had a mind 
of her own, as she was a sneaky old bugger, but she was as bomb 
proof as they came and always produced a great calf. She came in 
open at age 11, but still had a picture perfect udder, was always in 
show condition, great feet and legs, and she always had a little extra 
spring in her step, if there was an open gate or a hole in a fence you 
could trust she would find it. “Grayson” is a very well balanced bull, 
that blends together incredibly well. He will be an easy keeping bull 
that will sire both great steers and super females.
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2020 bull sale 33

BW 93 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 855 lbs
Adj. WW 778 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1120 lbs
Adj. YW 1146 lbs
WPDA 3.15 lbs

ANCHOR D GREEN BAY 479G
 ZDS 479G   CA-PG1287724   11/1/2019   Polled Purebred

  NCB RED SUSPECT 30S KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y  MISS R PLUS 7037TBLACK GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E  SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C  RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D DEVAN 479D  LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y ANCHOR D BARBARA 345B  MISS PARKHILL BARB 118Y

“Green Bay” is a really deep sided, loose made bull. He carries a 
Fleckvieh twist to add a different pedigree, tracing back to one of our 
top black cows. I think this is a bull that will definitely add pounds, 
but with the combination of “Barbossa” and the “Flirt” cow family 
this is a bull that will produce some awesome replacement heifers as 
well. He is a versatile bull that you can use on either British or Exotic 
cows, of any shape, size or color and expect a home run every time. I 
really appreciate how loose made he is and the natural muscling and 
big rib shape. His calves will feed incredibly well.
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BW 90 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 785 lbs
Adj. WW 723 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1120 lbs
Adj. YW 1189 lbs
WPDA 3.18 lbs

ANCHOR D GINSENG 492G
 ZDS 492G   CA-PG1287757   14/1/2019   Polled Purebred

  NCB RED SUSPECT 30S KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y  MISS R PLUS 7037TBLACK GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E  SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C  RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
  BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z ANCHOR D MAZOROTTI 19B  ANCHOR D UNIQUE 19UANCHOR D DELPHINA 492D  BBS RED CANADIAN L24 ANCHOR D SHIRAZ 139S  PRL MACENTA 219M

“Ginseng” has likely made the biggest move in the pen post weaning 
of the Purebred bulls. This is a super dark red, heavy haired bull, who is 
loose and mellow made. This will be a bull that will produce ring fulls 
of steers the cattle buyers will fight over. His grand sire “Mazorotti” 
is a bull we sold to R-Five Simmentals, but used him ourselves his first 
year as an injury forced him to be withdrawn from the sale, the morning 
of the sale. He certainly did a nice job both for us and R-Five and left 
an impact in their program as well. I love the potential of “Ginseng” 
and think he will have a long list of friends sale day. A very workable 
birth weight as well, just a rock solid bull here.
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BW 108 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 890 lbs
Adj. WW 883 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1085 lbs
Adj. YW 1155 lbs
WPDA 3.37 lbs

ANCHOR D NISKU 736G
 ZDS 736G   CA-PG1287959   13/2/2019    

Homozygous Polled Purebred

  NCB RED SUSPECT 30S KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y  MISS R PLUS 7037TBLACK GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E  SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C  RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
  MRL HURRICANE 27R MRL FARENHEIT 35W  DUSTY’S VIXEN 30RSGCC RED NISKU 36Y  WINCHESTER HR P8315 SGCC RED NISKU 28U  SGCC RED NISKU 71S

“Nisku” will be a moderate framed super thick bull, with a big top and 
tons of hair. His dam has always been a solid producer for us, and puts 
her own stamp on them. She is also a bit more moderate framed, and 
built like a tank. She may not be the tallest cow but will weigh right 
up as she is so thick. “Nisku” should be extremely easy keeping, have 
super feet, and cover a lot of ground. I would almost guess he will be 
a bull that when he fully develops, will be a bull that will gain weight 
while out breeding on pasture. He will be a nice purchase.
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Genetic edge34

BW 101 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 915 lbs
Adj. WW 786 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1275  lbs
Adj. YW 1287 lbs
WPDA 3.55 lbs

ANCHOR D WESTWOOD 96G
 ZDS 96G   CA-PG1287687   7/1/2019    

Homozygous Polled Purebred

  DCR MR MOON SHINE X102 TNT 90 PROOF Z401  TNT MISS S17WFL WESTCOTT 24C  R PLUS REDGE 8018U WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X  WFL RED LICIOUS
  DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S ANCHOR D VENOM 111W  ANCHOR D SAPHIRE 111SANCHOR D ELSIE 96Y  LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F ANCHOR D UTICA 199U  ANCHOR D PLATINUM 25P

Our only red “Westcott” son and he’s a dandy. “Westwood” is a heavy 
Fleckvieh influenced bull, coming from an outstanding productive cow 
and cow family. When we first started our Purebred division, we took 
some of our top Fleckvieh cows and bred them Red. We then blended 
them back Fleckvieh, and that is exactly what the dam of “Westwood” 
is. This is an incredibly long bodied bull with lots of growth and 
performance, yet still possesses lots of eye appeal as well. I am a super 
big fan of the “Westcott” cattle as they are great performance cattle, 
and will feed well in the feedlot. They may not win a ton of ribbons 
but they will pay a ton of bills. I really like the potential of this bull.
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BW 101 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 795 lbs
Adj. WW 699 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1110 lbs
Adj. YW 1137 lbs
WPDA 3.1 lbs

ANCHOR D AJ 178G
 ZDS 178G   CA-PG1287695   8/1/2019    

Homozygous Polled Purebred

  LFE RED TICKET 340Z LFE BLOOD RUSH 833A  LFE RRS PEARL 617ULFE AMBER JACK 385E  LFE SPRINGSTEEN 449Y LFE RS SHEILA 152B  LFE RS SHEILA 72X
  LFE BS LEWIS 322U LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y  LFE RS KATARINA 621UANCHOR D ANALIA 178C  NLC GOOD A NUFF 33G MISS ARNOLD L2642  MISS ARNOLD H5802

“AJ” will be our lone “Amber Jack” calf. We tried to purchase his sire, 
but came up short so settled for a semen package on him instead. We 
have a few heifer calves from him as well and we are very happy with 
them. “AJ” comes from a moderate framed cow, who goes back to a 
top producing Arnold Brother cow we purchased via Porter Ranches. 
She is from the same cow family as our “Dorothy Jane” cow, and was 
very productive for us over the years. “AJ” will develop into a bull that 
will also be able to be used on an extremely broad spectrum of cows. 
No matter what type of cows you run or what your requirements are, 
this is a bull that checks all the boxes in all categories. Not a blow out 
in any direction, just steady in all areas. Versatility at its finest.
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BW 88 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 720 lbs
Adj. WW 726 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1030 lbs
Adj. YW 1158 lbs
WPDA 3.01 lbs

ANCHOR D MACS ADMIRAL 546G
 MACS 546G  CA-PG1287836  24/1/2019   Polled Purebred

  WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE122Y WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER  WHEATLAND LADY 81XDOUBLE BAR D ADMIRAL 446D  ACS BLACK JACK 758T DOUBLE BAR D GALAXY 101X  WINDMILL MS GALAXY 161U
  TNT 90 PROOF Z401 WFL WESTCOTT 24C  WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044XANCHOR D AUBREY 546E  ANCHOR D VENOM 111W ANCHOR D ELSIE 96Y  ANCHOR D UTICA 199U

“Admiral” will be a great calving ease bull. His sire was as bomb proof 
of calving bull as we could have ever asked for, and you may remember 
him, as we sold him in last year’s sale as a mature bull to Cathy & 
Reg Minchau. Due to our smaller Purebred numbers we could not 
justify having such a good bull just sit around, but as I said as good of 
calving bull as we have ever owned. “Admiral” should calve the same, 
but has a little extra performance from the “Westcott” on the bottom 
of his pedigree. His dam is a full sister to “Westwood” (Lot #80) and 
is a family favorite. You want extra sleep at night when calving your 
heifers? Then buy “Admiral” put a big bow on him, and give yourself 
a gift you will be proud of.
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BW 91 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 700 lbs
Adj. WW 616 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1020 lbs
Adj. YW 1061 lbs
WPDA 2.76 lbs

SCREAMING TIGER 15F
 ZDS 15F  CA-PG1279544  28/12/2018    

Homozygous Polled Purebred

  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z  SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88UBGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D  MR HOC BROKER RF SCREAM 215Z  RF SCREAM 39X
  MRL EL TIGRE 52Z JDF EL TIGRE 27B  JDF MATTIE 61RTSF DUCHESS 15D  PRL MAGNITUDE 362M TSF FOXY 1Y  PRL RED REQUEST 241R

A great blend of genetics in “Screaming Tiger”. We purchased his dam 
from Triangle Stock Farms, and she is an absolute beauty. He himself is 
a moderate super thick made bull, that should transmit calving ease. 
His pedigree doesn’t necessarily say he is a heifer bull, but his build and 
birth weight indicate he is. It’s funny two of our absolute best heifer 
bulls over the years had pedigrees that said different, but they were two 
of our best. (Barbossa & Regis) I do feel this is a bull that will work well 
in that area, step in with confidence. (Homozygous Polled by Pedigree)
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BW 108 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 770 lbs
Adj. WW 815 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1090 lbs
Adj. YW 1260 lbs
WPDA 3.45 lbs

ANCHOR D GARTH 246G
 ZDS 246G   CA-PG1287973   19/2/2019   Polled Purebred

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
  NCB RED SUSPECT 30S KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y  MISS R PLUS 7037TANCHOR D SARA 246D  ANKONIAN RED CAESAR PHR SARAHLEE 200W  BAR 40 MS 572S

Switching back to a different sire group in these next two bulls. As I 
stated earlier we have blended our Fleckvieh and Purebred genetics 
quite a lot. “Garth” is a 1/2 Fleck bull, from “Epic” and a great young 
“Super Duty” cow. This is a bull that will give you awesome growth, 
performance and strong maternal as well. His grand dam “Sarahlee” 
is a cow we purchased from the Sniders, and she has been an excellent 
producer for us. We have retained a couple of her daughters and they 
have been very good, and she has had several very good bulls in the 
sale as well over the years. “Garth” will sire a fabulous set of steers 
that will feed incredibly well.
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BW 89 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 780 lbs
Adj. WW 809 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1070 lbs
Adj. YW 1212 lbs
WPDA 3.43 lbs

ANCHOR D BLITZ 566G
 ZDS 566G  CA-BPRS1287981  23/2/2019  Polled 1/2 Blood

  BBBG WRANGLER 3S ALLM COLOSSAL 25U  FGAF ADRIA 126PBLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z  MF MR. EVAN 14P CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W  CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
     ANGUS/ANGUS     

“Blitz” is something very different for us. He is a true 1/2 blood bull, that 
was just too good not to keep. His dam is an awesome straight Angus 
recipient cow that just didn’t stick with her embryo. The day “Blitz” 
was born he just had the look and I felt he could offer a different twist 
for us in the sale. His dam is flawless, perfect feet, udder, very angular 
and super easy keeping. If you have never been brave enough to just 
dive into a straight Simmental bull, here is a chance to dip your toes 
in the pool without completely getting wet. Regardless if you want 
to use him on straight Angus, Simmental or cross bred cows, he will 
certainly deliver the goods.
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BW 98 lbs 
WW 1025 lbs 
Adj. WW 860 lbs 
YW 1425 lbs 
Adj. YW 1588 lbs 

BALLISTICS
 MOE 310D   1190225   18-Jan-16   Homozygous Polled Purebred

  ELLINGSON LEGACY M229 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018  EBS JOKERS CARENTNT TANKER U263  TNT FIVE STAR P275 TNT MISS S17  TNT MISS HONEY L9
  RW BOMBER 8H TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137  OPPS WIS GM2MOES CARRIBEAN COCOA 650S  ER BLACK CISCO 532C MAPPIN’S BLACK SALSA 651M  SOUTH HOLDEN REDKORY 51K

This will be our second set of calves from “Ballistics”. We were 
super impressed with the job he did for us the first year, and feel as 
though he has sired an equally as good or better set of bulls again 
this year. I must admit when we found him he is not what we were 
looking for. We were on the hunt for a red bull, but from the moment 
I laid eyes on him, I felt as though he was a bull that would work in 
our program. One again a big thank you to Eric & Maureen Smith 
for allowing us to buy in on him with them. Look to his sons to add 
growth, performance length, thickness and foot structure. We are just 
getting set to calve the first of his daughters and they look extremely 
good with perfect udders and very broody.

REFERENCE SIRE

BW 97 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 870 lbs
Adj. WW 726 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1095  lbs
Adj. YW 1040 lbs
WPDA 2.98 lbs

ANCHOR D FERRARI 315F
 ZDS 315F  CA-BPG1279913   30/12/2018    

Homozygous Black Polled Purebred

  MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018 TNT TANKER U263  TNT MISS S17MOES BALLISTICS 310D  TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137 MOES CARRIBEAN COCOA 650S  MAPPIN’S BLACK SALSA 651M
  ELLINGSON LEGACY M229 MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018  EBS JOKERS CARENANCHOR D ROCHELLE 315A  TCF/RCC TEMPTATION GJ640 MSCC RACHEL 101R  MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N

“Ferrari” is a double bred “Superior” going back to our great old 
“Painted Smile” cow aka “Moe”. This is the cow we have structured our 
Black program around, and it was a sad day this fall when she went to 
town at age 16. “Ferrari” is a bull that will be very easy keeping, calve 
quite well, and add maternal and longevity into a performance pedigree. 
He is very well balance in both structure and as far as what he will do. 
A very honest solid black bull that will work on a big spectrum of cows.
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BW 104 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 1015 lbs
Adj. WW 868 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1350 lbs
Adj. YW 1334 lbs
WPDA 3.74 lbs

ANCHOR D GALLAHAD 705G
 ZDS 705G   CA-BPG1280048   5/1/2019    

Homozygous Polled Purebred

  MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018 TNT TANKER U263  TNT MISS S17MOES BALLISTICS 310D  TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137 MOES CARRIBEAN COCOA 650S  MAPPIN’S BLACK SALSA 651M
  PRL MAGNITUDE 362M PRL TERMINATOR 237T  PRL MAIDEN 331MANCHOR D WYNNE 705W  TCF/RCC TEMPTATION GJ640 MSCC RACHEL 101R  MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N

Once again, another bull tracing back to the “Moe” cow family. 
“Gallahad” is a big time performance bull. He was a heavy weight at 
weaning time and hasn’t looked back. This is a super productive cow, 
and you can look to “Gallahad” to add some frame and performance. 
For sure if you wish to retain his daughters, by all means he is super 
maternal as well, and has built in longevity too. If you have a straight 
set of British cows you want to jam up a bit, this is a good choice.
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BW 97 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 880 lbs
Adj. WW 786 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1140 lbs
Adj. YW 1148 lbs
WPDA 3.17 lbs

ANCHOR D GALT 220G
 ZDS 220G   CA-BPG1280056   6/1/2019   Polled Purebred

  MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018 TNT TANKER U263  TNT MISS S17MOES BALLISTICS 310D  TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137 MOES CARRIBEAN COCOA 650S  MAPPIN’S BLACK SALSA 651M
  SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y SPRINGCREEK OLYMPIAN 66A  SPRINGCREEK LINNE 33RANCHOR D DARLENE 220D  LFE WOLFMAN 395X ANCHOR D ARLENE 421A  MISS ARNOLD L2594

“Galt” is a super long bodied, classy looking bull. A different cow 
family here going back to a “Power Cat” cow that originally came from 
Arnold Brothers in South Dakota. This bull has a little extra chrome, and 
will be a bull that would certainly excel on a set of small or medium 
framed cows. If you have a solid set of black cows that you want to 
add punch and performance to “Galt” would be a great choice. I’m a 
big fan of this cow family, lots of maternal qualities to accompany the 
rest of his traits as well.
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BW 105 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 830 lbs
Adj. WW 730 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1105 lbs
Adj. YW 1112 lbs
WPDA 3.13 lbs

GOMEZ 23G
 ADR 23G   CA-BPG1287739   13/1/2019    

Homozygous Black Polled Purebred

  MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018 TNT TANKER U263  TNT MISS S17MOES BALLISTICS 310D  TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137 MOES CARRIBEAN COCOA 650S  MAPPIN’S BLACK SALSA 651M
  JS SURE BET 4T DRAKE POKER FACE 2X  DRAKE TULA 1RIPU MS. TULA 13B  MR HOC BROKER ACS MISS EXCHANGE 239Z  BLCC MISS BLACKJACK 128X

The dam of “Gomez” is a female Garren purchased from LaBatte’s, as 
one of the feature lots in their spring bull sale. The moment Garren 
seen her, she was on his wish list, and she has developed into a very 
good productive cow for him. She has offspring working for Stuart 
& Karen Shaw, as well as Schwengler Farms. “Gomez” has a big old 
money stripe on him, is a really deep sided bull with a tremendous hair 
coat and lots of style. There is little doubt in my mind he will put his 
stamp on a pen of calves and regardless if they are steers or heifers 
they may very well demand a little more at your local auction market.
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BW 110 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 820 lbs
Adj. WW 766 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1110 lbs
Adj. YW 1169 lbs
WPDA 3.27 lbs

ANCHOR D GLADSTONE 703G
 ZDS 703G   CA-BPG1287877   27/1/2019   Polled Purebred

  MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018 TNT TANKER U263  TNT MISS S17MOES BALLISTICS 310D  TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137 MOES CARRIBEAN COCOA 650S  MAPPIN’S BLACK SALSA 651M
  PRL MAGNITUDE 362M PRL TERMINATOR 237T  PRL MAIDEN 331MANCHOR D TEMPTRESS 703W  TCF/RCC TEMPTATION GJ640 MSCC RACHEL 101R  MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N

“Gladstone” will be identical in pedigree to “Gallahad” (Lot #87), 
as their dams are full sisters. These two cows are as identical as they 
come, in fact one lost her tag this fall and I had to find the other to 
read her tag so I didn’t have to check her tattoo. I am going to suggest 
if you run multiple bulls in a pasture you may really want to consider 
this pair of bulls and double down to stamp a whole pen of calves. A 
bit more birth weight here, but certainly not a concern as these are 
a big powerful pair of cows that I would honestly be disappointed in 
if they had calves much less. They are built incredibly right and will 
offer no issues in calving. An extra few inches at birth is a few extra 
pounds at birth and several extra pounds in the fall. You do the math, 
“Gladstone” is right.
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BW 100 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 850 lbs
Adj. WW 787 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1155 lbs
Adj. YW 1211 lbs
WPDA 3.41 lbs

ANCHOR D EIGHT BALL 378G
 ZDS 378G   CA-BPG1287879   27/1/2019    

Homozygous Black Polled Purebred

  MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018 TNT TANKER U263  TNT MISS S17MOES BALLISTICS 310D  TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137 MOES CARRIBEAN COCOA 650S  MAPPIN’S BLACK SALSA 651M
  PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T FGAF BARBOSSA 707X  FGAF BARBARELLA 839LANCHOR D BROCK 378B  MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018 ANCHOR D ZAHA 712Z  MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N

“Eight Ball” is hands down our pick of the black bulls. He has stood 
out from day one, and it doesn’t hurt that his dam is also one of our 
top Black cows. Don’t take my word for it, ask Daryl Snider about the 
Black “Barbossa” cow, as he is the president of her fan club. This is a 
picture perfect cow, and “Eight Ball” is flawless as well. This is no doubt 
a bull with a future, and a very unique pedigree that adds a whole 
new dimension. He is certainly no fluke tracing back to the “Moe” cow 
family, and then with the “Barbossa” in there as well this is a bull that 
has everything you want built into one package.
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BW 96 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 925 lbs
Adj. WW 855 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1165 lbs
Adj. YW 1189 lbs
WPDA 3.44 lbs

ANCHOR D GOTHAM 211G
 ZDS 211G   CA-BPG1287880   27/1/2019    

Homozygous Polled Purebred

  MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018 TNT TANKER U263  TNT MISS S17MOES BALLISTICS 310D  TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137 MOES CARRIBEAN COCOA 650S  MAPPIN’S BLACK SALSA 651M
  R PLUS BLACKEDGE LFE BS LEWIS 322U  LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135SMISS PARKHILL KATTY  PARKHILL 38S MISS PARKHILL SAGE 81Y  MISS PARKHILL 79S

“Gotham” comes from one of our no miss cows, we purchased as a 
bred heifer from Parkhill Ranches. She is like a Pezz dispenser, popping 
out something good every time. We just expect to wean a thick heavy 
weight calf from her, year after year, that will be moderate in birth and 
super solid at weaning time. This is a cow I would rank super high in 
our herd for production, has lots of milk and has a very good udder. 
She has had two outstanding sons in the bull sale to date selling to 
Holt Agri & Doug Skeels. This is her third and he’s every bit as good. 
“Gotham” would be one of the black bulls I score extremely high in 
this year’s sale.
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BW 107 lbs
Sept. 8 Wt. 840 lbs
Adj. WW 765 lbs
Jan 1 Wt. 1170 lbs
Adj. YW 1224 lbs
WPDA 3.41 lbs

ANCHOR D GIZMO 253G
 ZDS 253G   CA-BPG1287831   23/1/2019    

Homozygous Polled Purebred

  DCR MR MOON SHINE X102 TNT 90 PROOF Z401  TNT MISS S17WFL WESTCOTT 24C  R PLUS REDGE 8018U WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X  WFL RED LICIOUS
  LFE BS LEWIS 322U LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y  LFE RS KATARINA 621UANCHOR D BLAZE 253B  CAS SONIC BOOM 1S MISS PARKHILL EMMA 16Y  MISS PARKHILL 68M

“Gizmo” has the honors of completing this year’s catalogue, and we 
certainly left a good one until the end. He was one of the bulls we used 
in our ads, so please note this is one of the November pictures in the 
catalogue. I loved this calf from the day he was born, and it was a super 
easy decision to breed his mother back the same way again. “Gizmo” 
has stood out from day one, and the only thing that has changed about 
him is he just got bigger. He has been extremely balanced and eye 
appealing right from birth. He comes from a highly productive “King 
Louie” daughter, who traces back to one of our original Parkhill cows. 
“Gizmo” is a well-bred bull that will deliver the goods.
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Terms:  The terms of the sale are cash or cheque 
payable in Canadian Funds at par immediately 
following the sale. The right of owenrship shall not 
pass until after settlement is made. All settlements 
must be made before any livestock will be released.
Delivery Options:
A  Delivery will be made to purchasers in central 

regions in Western Canada, at the convenience of 
Anchor D Ranch, and buyers risk. Any bulls going to 
Eastern Canada or other areas Anchor D Ranch will 
arrange for trucking at cost.

B  Bulls can be left free of charge until April 1, 2020, 
after April 1 a fee of $4.00/ day will be charged per 
head. Cattle are then asked to be picked up by the 
purchaser, and Anchor D Ranch asks that all bulls 
left, to be insured.

C  $50.00 discount on any bull picked up sale day.

Certificate of Registry:  After 
settlement has been made the buyer will 
be provided with the proper registration 
papers, duly transferred on the record 
of the Canadian Simmental Association. 
Further transfer to the herd books of 
other countries shall be at the buyers 
expense.
Fleckvieh Status:  Full Fleckvieh 
will be Fullblood Simmentals  with 
a minimum of 5 generations in their 
pedigree all back to Germany or 
Austria. It is recommended if further 
research is required to check with the 
Canadian Simmental Association, and 
no assumption of Fleckvieh heritage will 
be guaranteed by neither consignor or 
the CSA.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Breeders Gurarantee:  Standard terms set forth 
by the Canadian Simmental Association, with 
the exception where any animal is subject to any 
hormonal or surgical reproduction techniques after 
the sale, the guarantee shall be null and void.
Accidents:  Although every precaution will be 
taken to protect the safety and comfort of buyers, 
neither the sales staff, auctioneer or Anchor D 
Ranch or consignors assumes any responsibility 
in the matter and disclaims any liability, legal 
or otherwise in the event of accident or loss or 
property. 
Fertility & Health:  All bulls have been under a full 
herd health program, under the guidance of Gull 
Lake Veterinary Services. All bulls will be fertility 
tested prior to the sale. Should you have any 
questions please give us a call.

www.crsbcertified.ca

Anchor D Simmentals Ltd. is certified to meet the Canadian 
Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (CRSB)’s Sustainable Beef 
Production Standard.

www.verifiedbeef.ca



Aaron Olson, AB
Aaron Steinke, AB   
Alfred Heilemann, AB
Allan Soderberg, AB
Battrum Cattle Co., AB
Blair Torgerson, AB 
Bill Noble, AB
Beechinor Bro Simmentals, AB
Blackgold Simmentals, SK
Beechinor Land & Cattle, AB
Cow Boss Simmentals, AB
Craigmyle Colony, AB
Crystal Springs Ranch Inc., BC
Cory Mack, North Dakota
Double S Land & Cattle, AB
Davenor Farms, PQ
Don Jess, AB
DJ Farms, ON 
Dennis Herman, AB 
Dobbie Simmentals, ON 
Diamond Rio Ranch Ltd, AB
Double Bar D Farms, SK
Doug Skeels, AB
Diamond B Simmentals, AB
Drew & Deanna Keivers, AB

Dave & Pam Simpson, BC
Eagle Ridge Simmentals, AB
Eve Smith, AB
Fallen Timber Farms, BC 
Ferme Sibelle Fleck, PQ
Ferrybank Colony, AB 
Gerig Farms, AB
Grace Trask, BC
Garry Katona, AB
Gary Waldron, AB 
Hudson Lazy H, AB
Homestead T Simmentals, MB
IWR Holdings Ltd., BC
Joe & Sandra Dahm, AB
JNR Farms, AB
Javier Jauregui Ocampo, MEX
Jent Hoekstra ,AB
James Creek Simmentals, North Dakota
Kamlah Farms, AB 
Kevin Olmstead, AB
Kent Issac, AB
Kim Lubbers, AB
Kayden Waisanen, AB   
Kindred Spirit, SK
Karolyn Jones, AB 

A Special Thanks from Anchor D Ranch to all Buyers in 2019A Special Thanks from Anchor D Ranch to all Buyers in 2019

Anchor D Ranch Simmentals
Box 1638
Rimbey,  AB  T0C 2J0

8329578

Future REFERENCE SIRES

RADIOACTIVE 
Polled Full Fleckvieh
(S) FGAF Guerrero 810Y 

(DS) Double Bar D Spitfire 20X

MATADOR 
Polled Purebred

(S) Springcreek Liner 56U 
(DS) R-Five Maltese

FORT KNOX 
Full Fleckvieh

(S) Starwest Bryck 
(DS) HEMR Warrior 4W

Lyle & Vonda Wiens, BC
Leonard & Brenda Knight, AB
Mackenzie Skeels, AB
MAVV Simmentals, AB
Mark Land & Cattle, AB
Mark Undershultz, AB
Matt & Shauwna Elines, AB
Michael Graff, BC
Nickel Farms, AB
Newton Creek Simmentals, AB
Poole Farms, BC
Perry Bell, PQ
Prinz Brothers, AB
Penner Stock Farms, MB 
Pine Hill Colony, AB
Pinto Cow Ranch, AB
Rich Mc Farms Ltd., MB
Ron Bignold, AB
Randy & Shirley Ingram, AB 
Rocking V Farms, Kentucky
Reszel Farms, AB
Roy & Dariel Sroka, AB
Rick & Evelyn Sanderson, AB
Ron Sperber, AB
Reg & Cathy Minchau, AB

Rob Sweet, AB
Skylark Cattle Co, AB
Steve Prediger, AB
Small Time Farms, AB
Sande Cattle Co., AB
Stout Bros. Simmentals, AB
Schwengler Farms, AB
Sandy Hill Simmentals, AB
Sam Machonic, AB
Sturgeon River Stock Farm, AB
Springside Colony, AB
Starwest Farms, AB
Stone Simmentals, AB
Silversmith Farms, AB
Sagwich Land & Livestock, Oregon
Trenson Farms Ltd., AB
Triple S Farms, AB
Virginia Ranch, AB  
Wally & Connie Quapp, AB
Wesley Doyon, PQ
Wyatt Dahm, AB
Walt & Val Hedges, BC
4M Cattle Co., AB


